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IWQPR SPECIALISTS’ KESSTIlfO OS OFSHAi'ICHAL SAFETY OF SODIUM CIRCUITS

AGENDA
Wednesday, 17 March 1971

9»30 Kelccsac to delegation by Ur. B. Cartwright, Director, Past Reactors

Adoption of agenda for the meeting

10.45 .§a<£cjLy_,a,2PSPiî 0̂  dcsii^_£nd_c omrfc rue t i. on

Discussion under this heading to include special design 
features such as containment, relevance of ex ist ing  regu
lations and codes of practice, and any special construction 
or inspection techniques nocossary t> ensure adequate 
construction standards.

14.00 SP°r2'ti c!2al Tjracjticcs
'Discussion of the methods of operation of sodium plant, 
with particular reference to the vrays in which wal- 
operation is prevented.

16,15 S odi u i^ l eaka^e^ph sn cnona

Basic information concerning the detection of sodium leakage 
and behaviour of sodium under fault conditions, e.g. rates 
of burning, rates of corrosion, etc.

Thursday, 18 March 1971

9.00 Emer^enc^ procedures
Discussion of the action which is taken when a potentia lly  
dangerous situation is detected, including the ways in 
which a leakage of sodium is limited and contained, the 
extent to which temporary repairs to plant can be carried 
out, and the methods of fire fighting which are employed.

11.30 Film showing of "Past Reactor Leak"
14.00 .C&jsejijl storiojs ofji£Gid£nts '

It is hoped that delegates w ill table experimental data on 
the manner in which medium leakages can propagate and 
escalate, including actual case histories describing 
incidents which have occurred in sodium plant, the way in 
which they were dealt with, and the damage which was caused*

17*15 Pnjlinlinar^ £onsi.derations^ojT regort

A prelim inary discussion of the conclusions of the meeting
and of the "broad outlines of the report, to enable drafts to 
fee prepared for discussion next day®

Friday, 1$ .March 1971

9.00 Discussion of report
12*00 Close of meeting



m m s m m K L  working group on fast reactors
Hetjort of the Specialists* Keeting on "Operational Safety of Sodium Circuits" 
held at Risley, UK, 17-X9 March 1971
The meeting was attended by 20 delegates fyom Belgiun, Prance, West Germany, 
Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, and the Ugtited Kingdom. A list of -delegates 
is included as Appendix 1 of this report® Discussion took place in the 
following b Sessions.

Safety Aspects of Design and Construction - Chairman K G Eiokhoff, VK
Operational Practices - Chairman W Jansing, West Germany
Sodium Leakage Phenomena - Chairtsan KLG van Gasselt, Netherlands
Emergency Procedures - Chairaan A Chalot, Prance
Case Histories of Incidents « Chairman K G Eickhoff, UK

The formal papers tabled by the delegates at the meeting are reproduced in 
Appendix 2 of this report.
At the final session of the meeting, the delegates agreed ©n the following 
report.

GENERAL
She meeting noted significant differences between practices appropriate to 
Experimental Sodium Rigs arid those appropriate to the Sodium Circuits of
Reactors. Experimental Rigs are frequently highly instrumented and operated 
for relatively snort periods under the close attention of professional staff? 
reactor circuits must operate reliably for long periods 50 years) with, 
siuch less professional attention. The emphasis of the discussion was on the 
design, construction and operation of Experimental Sodium Ri/rs, although 
attention was paid to some particular aspects of reactor circuits.
SAFETY ASPECTS OF DESIGN AM) CONSTRUCTION
The existing regulations and design codes which are commonly used in the 
design and construction of chemical plant are adequate, if properly inter
preted within the limits of stress, temperature and materials for which they 
were formulated, to guide the designers and constructors of sodium plant.
It was recognised that where plant conditions fall outside the range of 
existing codes, such plant should be designed by professional engineers 
using their judgment based on the best information available* There is  no 
need at present to formulate a set of design codes specifically for sodium 
plant.
While it is unnecessary to treat sodium in any fundamentally different 
manner from that in which other chemical process fluids are treated, there 
would be considerable advantage in compiling a generally agreed "Code of 
Good Practice" for the design, construction and operation of Sodium Plant, 
This code would be advisory rather than mandatory, and would give general 
advice ori system design, secondary containment and spillage barriers, trace 
heating, thermal shock considerations, rig ergonomics, etc. Such a code 
would be of assistance both to professional engineers entering the sodium 
field and also to countries embarking on sodium cooled fast reactor projects.
The Non-Destructive Testing techniques presently applied to eodium plant 
(radiography, leak testing, etc) are both necessary and adequate to meet 
present needs.
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OPERATIONAL PRACTICES
A whole range of methods of operating sodium plant were presented. They can 
■broadly be categorised as follows*-

a. The plant is operated on a 24 hour basis by professional engineers
working shifts*
b. The plant is operated on a 24 hour basis •using process operators 
working shifts, technical supervision being provided by professional
engineers working days who are on call to provide technical advice at 
other times •under abnormal circumstances.
c. The plant is operated during the day by professional engineers and 
is kept running at night tinder the care of watchmen, who can take 
defined emergency action only,
d. The plant is entirely automated and runs without supervision unless
changes of conditions are being made*

Each method of operation has its own particular advantages and drawbacks,
depending on the size of the plant. Shift operation by professional 
engineers allows greater flexibility to aeet rig programme changes, and also 
facilitates adequate feedback of operational experience to designers, thus 
ensuring that proper account is taken of and conclusions drawn from the way
in which the plant behaves. On the other hand such operation ia costly in 
terms of professional effort.
To ensure efficient operation on shift by process operators, rig operating 
instructions must be drawn up to cover both normal operating conditions and 
fault conditions. It ia essential to think through and draw-up such opera
ting instructions at the rig design stage so as to ensure that the plant when 
constructed can be operated without modification.
Completely automated operation or operation during nights with only watchmen 
available may lead to emergency shut-downs which could be avoided if experi
enced persons were on hand to take tae necessary remedial action* As & con
sequence, valuable information may be lost by the premature abandoning of an 
experiment. •
Where a rig is operated locally rather than from a control room an ergonomic 
study of the rig controls and instrumentation will considerably facilitate 
the - safe operation of the rig by reducing the chances of mal-operation« 
tfftis can conveniently be carried out by building a model of the rig early in 
the design stage* The common practice of increasing the usefulness of a 
piece of operating sodium plant by adding (daughter) loops to it can easily 
lead to an installation which is difficult to operate safely because of the 
complicated interactions of the various loops under fault conditions.
It is necessary to optimise the number of safety alarms and trips which are 
fitted to a sodium installation. Ample alarms should be fitted provided 
that they are reliable; unreliable alarms lead to a tendency on the part of 
operators to ignore them in the (mistaken) belief that they are caused by 
instrument faults. The number of trips should b© carefully judged$ too 
small a number will give inadequate protection, while too large a number 
will lead to unnecessary shutdowns due to instrument failure*
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Procedures for emergency dumping under fault conditions require particularly
careful consideration. Dumping procedures will fail if the dump line is 
frozen or if the necessary gas pressure relief lines are blocked by condensed 
sodium vapour, and the duplication of dump lines and gas balance lines is a 
desirable feature. Emergency dumping can lead to sever® thermal shocks in 
various parts of the plant and it is essential that the consequences of these 
are assessed at the design stage,
SODIUM LEAKAGE PHENOMENA
Although many of the small sodium leakages which occur in practice cause no 
appreciable damage, there ar© cases on record where quite small sodium 
leakages have caused significant damage to stainless steel vessels sad pipe® 
work. Experimentally measured corrosion rates at the interface between 
leaking sodium, stainless steel and air are of the order of 0.05 am/hr at 
400°C and 0,5 mm/hr at 600°C. It is thus clear that early detection of 
sodium leakages is necessary if all possibility of corrosion damage :1s to 
be avoided.

The methods of detesting sodium leakage can be broadly classified ss followsj- 
Sooke or Vapour Detectors

Photo-electric detectors* These detect smoke, but are not specifie to
sodium fires

Ionisation detectorsi These detect hot gaseous products of combus
tion, but again are not specific to sodium 
fires

Flame photometerst These are specific to sodium, but are so
sensitive that they may react to other exter
nal sources of sodium contamination

Liquid, Sodium Detectors
Parallel Wires? These are useful for detecting leakages in pipe runs, 

but it is difficult to devise a system which will 
’’fail safe" and also difficult to demonstrate that 
every leak will be detected.

Spark Plugsi These will only respond when sufficient leakage has
occurred to reach the plug

■While presently available leak detection devices are probably adequate to 
detect the majority of leaks occurring in specific high risk areas sueh as 
welds, valves, instrument penetrations, etc* they are not able to 4#teet 
small leaks in these areas which could nevertheless cause significant damage. 
Further development of leak detectors to improve their sensitivity to small 
leaks is desirable.
In the majority of experimental sodium rigs the likelihood of a leakage in 
the pipe runs remote from welds or other equipment is so low that there is 
no need to install pipe run leakage equipment. In reactor installations, 
however, the consequences of a pipe run leakage are more seriouss and pipe 
run 7oaVago ek>t»?,tion i.i desirable in order to safeguard the laves«»»»#



At present there is no leak detection instrument available which is capable 
of detecting leakages in sodium pipe runs to the sensitivity and with the 
reliability required, and effort should be devoted to developing such an 
instrument.
A number of delegates commented upon the hazards which could arise from the 
exposure of pyrophorio sodium dusts to atmospheric air* These dusts commonly 
arise in sodium plant from condensation of sodium vapour, and special pre
cautions are necessary when opening plnni where these deposits are present.
There was some evidence that when a pool of burning sodium reaches tempera
tures approaching the sodium boiling point dark smoke (in contrast to 
the commonly observed white caustic fumes) can be produced. Delegates also 
quoted experiences of sodium leakages which produced no visible smoke over a 
significant period,
EMERGENCY PROCEDURES
The first action in fighting a sodium fire is to eliminate the sodium leakage 
(by dumping or otherwise if this is possible). If the fire is Email and not 
likely to damage expensive equipment it is then best left alone to bum 
itself out.

In order to fight a sodium fire it is highly desirable to be able to 'see 
where it is, and forced ventilation is a considerable advantage jln drawing 
the sodium fume away from the fire. This advantage outweighs the ̂ faot that 
the additional supply of air will somewhat increase the burning rate. One 
method of dealing with the smoke-laden air exhausted by the fans is to trap 
the smoke in an aqueous foam, and this process was demonstrated to the 
delegates. Fire fighting is significantly easier where -provision has been 
made for cooling the sodium pool below its ignition temperature and for 
'restricting the area of the burning surface. (Massive trays placed so as 
to catch the leaking sodlm are an example of this),
The most commonly used and most successful method of fighting & sodium fire 
is to apply solid material to the fire® Sand* which is commonly applied to 
some types of fires, is unsuitable for fighting any but the smallest of 
sodium fires because it reacts exothexuically with sodium at temperatures in 
excess of v'550°C, It is useful, however, even for large fires, for building 
walls around the sodium pool to keep the pool from spreading,

Dry sodium chloride is commonly used but has the disadvantage that it is 
denser than sodium and hence does not float on the- burning bodium pool* It 
may also lead to subsequent chloride stress corrosion of auatenitic steel 
components with which it has come in contact®
Anhydrous sodium carbonate (soda ash) is commonly used and if obtained in 
the right density and grain si so, will float on the burning sodium pool. It 
is not, however, suitable for all methods of application and mention « i  Bade 
of some proprietary mixtures of powders which have advantages in some aireea- 
stances, It did not-appear, however, that any on® of these powders m s  
superior under all circumstances.



Materials which are not completely inert to sodium, such as expanded vermi- 
cuilite or rock wool, have 'doan used under certain circumstances to smother 
burning sodium, and to absorb the smeks produced. These materials are best 
used when supported by soaie structure above the burning sodium surface, and 
there was considerable discussion on the desirability of using perforated 
plates to limit the spread and assist in the smothering of large sodium 
leakages® There is wide variation xn the design of perforated plfl.ips vhich 
are being investigated and it appeared from the discussion that would
be considerable merit in further de^iopnent of these devices and tt better 
assessment of their performance and potential usefulness.
To be useful the powder must be stored in strategically placed locations 
sufficiently close to the fire to be eaoily reached but not so c1qs#> as to 
be obscured by smoko. Powder must be kept in soaled containers or bags so 
as to ensure that it remains dry; the adventitious moisture content must be 
kept low, otherwise spattersng will result when the powder is applied to the 
fire.
These powder materials are only efficacious in putting out sodium fires if 
they can be satisfactorily applied? in general this means that they roust be 
applied to the pool of burning sodium when it reaches tho floor, and it is 
desirable that they be applied without unduly disturbing the sodium surface* 
Little success has buen achieved in applying powders to leaking items of 
plant, above ground level.
None of the powders described above is completely satisfactory, and it is 
desirable that work continues to develop improved povders.
Protective clothing is necessary to enable firemen to approach Sufficiently
near the fire to apply the extinguishing powder, No completely satisfactory 
protective clothing is available! the heaviest types give a fair degree of 
protection, but restrict the amount of work which the wearpr csm mwisyiaJ-e® 
Lighter types are easier to use, but give less protection#
In all cases it is essential that the protective clothing can be quickly
removed and this necessitates the man near the fir© being directly supported 
by others oimilarly clothed behind him,
Fixed installations for the delivery of powder to burning sodium hr,v<9 distinct
advantages in that they do not require personnel to approach tho fi?o. 5v.sh 
equipment is being installed in some countries, but there is m  yot ao good 
information concerning its performance.
Since the fire fighting techniques necessary and the clothing required for 
fighting sodium fires are specific to sodium, it is unlikely that municipal 
fire brigades will have this equipment or be adequately trained in its use.
Consequently, the most suitable function of fire brigades called to a
sodium fire is to support the local men who are actually close to the fire
and have been specially trained.
There was a distinct divergence of views between delegates concerning the
best first aid treatment to give in the event of personnel suffering sodium 
bums. In some establishments copious quantities of water .vp ppplied,whilo 
in others reliance is placed on removing sodium from the affV-tecl par 5s with 
an inert liquid ouch ao paraffin® Insufficient information vas f,vgui£.bl© for 
the meeting to resolve these differing opinions;
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CASE HISTORIES OF INCIDENTS
The case histories of incidents as presented by various delegates are 
included in Appendix 2 of this report.
COMMENTS
The delegates to the Specialists* Meeting on "Operational Safety of Sodium
Circuits" invite title International Working Group on Fast Reactors to note
that j

a. there is a need for a generally agreed "Code of Good Practice"
to provide guidance on the design, construction and operation of 
sodium plant.
b. there is a need for improved sodium leak detection instruments;

i. to detect leaks in sodium pipe runs
ii„ to detect small leaks in particular items of equipment

c. there is a need to co-ordinate the development of improved methods 
of fighting sodium fires in the following areasi

i, improved powders for extinguishing sodium fires
ii. improved protective clothing
iil.the use of perforated plates to limit the spread and assist in 

the smothering of large sodium leakages 
iv. the use of fixed installations for applying the powdea? to the 

burning sodium
d. there is a need to determine and disseminate information on the 
best First Aid treatment for sodium burns*
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BKRE, Thurso, Caithness, Scotland
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UKAEA, Risley, Warrington, United Kingdom
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UKAEA, Risley, Warrington, United Kingdom
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Lancashire



APPENDIX IX
List of papers presented, to the IWGFR Specialists* Meeting on 

"Operational Safety of Sodium Circuits"
A.TSUMO, ft: Present Status and Operational Experience of Sodium Facilities

at the O-arai Engineering Centre
CHALET, Aj Sodium Circuits; Safety Aspects of Design and Construction
DELVES, P.H.: Casa Histories of Incidents
F'ALGAYRETTE8,M.: Pi re Pi<jhtmg Tscwiiqnes
GRUNDY, B.R. and KNOWLES, P.: Flame Photometric Detection of Sodium Leaks
HAMBR, A.N. et al.: Simple Experiments Studying the Catastrophic Corrosion

of Stainless Steel Caused by Sodium Leaks
HARGREAVES, K.: DFR Liquid Metal Leaks - Case Histories
HUGHES, G.VJ. and ANDERSON, N.H.: Visibility in Sodittm Fume
RUGIIFS, G.W.: The Use of Hi^h Expansion B’oam in the Control of Sodium and

Other Fumes
JAMSINC, W.Th.: 1. Detection of Leakages in Sodium Circuits

2. Actions in Case of Potentially Dangerous Situations
3. Actual Caso Histories

MICHEL, A.; Operational Safety of Small Sodium Circuits in a Multi-Purpose 
Laboratory

NAGAI, M.: Regulations on Handling Dangerous Objects in Japan (with Parti
cular Reference to Sodium)

SCHLEISIEK, K.t Safety Problems Encountered in Construction and Operation 
of the Sodium Test Facilities of the Institute of Reactor 
Development at Karlsruhe

SOENEN, M.: Leak on a Larpe Sodium Loop - Observations, Recommendations
and Simulation t’gsIt

VAN GASSELT, M.L.G.: Synopsis of Remarks on the Topics of the Agenda of
the Specialists' Meeting



PRESENT STATUS AND OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE OP SODIUM
FACILITIES AT THE O-ARAI ENGINEERING CENTRE

H. ATSUMO

(Paper not available in form suitable for 
reproduction)





DIVISION D ' E T U D E  E T  D £  D E V E L Q P P E M B N T  
D E S R E A C T E U R S
.— Le IZ  mars 1971

C.E.N. S A C L A Y  —  A  C H  til-on

B. P. n° 2 ,
91-GIF SUR Y V E T T E  - France -

/ s O D I U M  CIRCUITS : S A F E T Y  A S P E C T S  O F  DESIGN A N D  C O N S T R U C T I O N

A - DESIGN :
sssrsrs

I - CASING OR N O T  :
In most cases, when the sodium temperature does

exceed 500 to 600*C, we do not put any casing around the test krt>ps, They are, 
on the contrary, sufficiently spread out to allow an easy access to the different 
components. Our main reasons are the following %

-  a sudden rupture of a sodium line which can lead to a sodium projection is 
very unlikely (low sodium pressure .large safety margins in the'calculations), 
Up to now, we hav6 never experienced such an accident in oar p©&?.um 
facilities

- the concept of a well spread out circuit makes easier :
» the maintenance (visual detection and localisation of sodium fires) 
the possibility to extinguish the fire .eventually the staff run away,

- such a concept allows to save money during the erection .the start up and the 
operation. For instance, it is not necessary t® have remote centrol £ot all 
valves and during the start up or during the tests, the repairs are easier 

dad losses of time are smaller.
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W e  think that a casing can only be justified, in the case 
of a small test loop with very high sodium temperature (boiling loop for 
instance) or in the case of a 8m,.U loop which run. continuously without 
personal watch.

2 - L E A K  J A C K E T S  A R O U N D  T H E  PIPING :
W e  think that the leak jacket,- around the piping is 

justified neither for a safety aspect {inactive sodium) nor for the preheating 
(high cost). Generally, for the test loops, we put around the pipes a thermal 
lagging with galvanized or aluminium sheets. These sheets are not leak tight 
but they make a temporary sodium containment relatively adequate. Sometimes 
we use a gutter under the large diameter sodium pipes.

W e  think that the concept of a leak ‘tight jacket is only 
interesting if it is necessary to avoid, by any means, the draining of a vessel 
(Rapsodie primary sodium system),

3 - L E A K  D E T E C T I O N  :
W e  generally use the following systems t

- In the loops :
a) Electrical wires which are insulated with ceramics beads o£ different 

types (Rapsodie)
b) Gutter system using a gutter which is put under the thermal la’gger and 

which is equiped with detectors plugs
c) Flame photometer for the detection of sodium leaks inside sodium fuel

reheaters, '
• In the buildings : '

W e  use ionisation smoke detectors# *
;(/
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4 - SODIUM C A T C H  UP PANS ;
W e  do not use these devices, which are put under the 

components .systematically. For instance there are provided, in the following 
cases ;
- under a big storage tank if the sodium temperature is high
- under a small volume test loop without any dump means

5 - .L OCATION O F  T H E  C O M P O N E N T S  ;

- Pumps :
. Mechanical pumps are always set at the highest and generally coldest

point of the circuit to avoid the pressurisation of the covergaa and ia.oxder 
to increase their reliability
In some cases, Electromagnetic pumps are set in the lowest and coldest 
point (to avoid cavitation and electrical insulation problems) ; special 
precautions ate taken in this case (sodium catch up pan ««.}

- Storage tanks i
W e  try to put the big storage tanks under ground level ; 

moreover this concept tend to limit the loops and thus the buildings heights*

6 - FILLING U P  A N D  DRAINING :

- The fill up of sodium loops is generally made with an electromagnetic pump 
and not with argon pressure. W e  have experienced some difficulties resulting 
from an argon pressure and the simultaneous use of a tube with permanent 
iimi»ersed inlet in sodium.

- The draining of sodium loops is possible at any time (continual heating of the 
drain pipes ,,.) and we have re m o te control for the drain valves,

•  1 1



7 " REPAIRS O N  T H E  CIRCUITS :
A  300 m m  diameter test loop is under construction at 

Cadarache : it includes many test sections (for subassemblies for instance}*
It will be possible to make repairs on a section, while the loop rest will 
contain high temperature sodium. To isolate the'both parts of the loop, we 
plant to use an isolation technic consisting of a valve and a frozen sodium plug,

B - C O N S T R U C T I O N  :

- W e  generally used stainless steel for the fabrication of our test loop*
But in any cases we used mild steel (low temperature purification loops 
for instance).

- For calculation, we use the code for pressure Piping and the A S M E  code
- F r o m  the point of view of the quality tests which are required during the 

erection of a sodium loop, it is possible to mention :
. radiographie of all welds. We pratic&lly use the standards of the oil 

industry : for instance 10A% of the weld crossings are radiographied,
•while only 10% of the linear welds are 

, hydraulic pressure test on the main loops 
» Ammonia tightness test

• Finally the authorization of the sodium loop must receive the agreement 
of the local safety group ■which exists on each Nuclear Center,



INTERNATIONAL WORKING GHQUP - FAST REACTOHS
SPECIALISTS MEETING "OPERATIONAL SAFETY OF SODIUM CIHCUITS" MAECS 19?0 AT RISLEY

CASE HISTORIES OF INCIDENTS
by

P H DELVES - SEMI, - Risley

INTRODUCTION
It could have been confidently forecast that in ten years of operating pilot plant 
sized sodium test rigs, the Laboratory would experience a variety of incidents0 
leaks, and unplanned events® Fortunately none of these has been of major -proportions*
Three separate events have been selected for discussion, to highlight totally differ
ent operational aspects which may be of interest to other Na plant operators®

INCIDENT A
This occurred on a 1620 vP /b r Na prototype centrifugal pump rig® The general a»aag®« 
ment of the loop is shown in Fig 1»
At the time of the incident, the loop conditions were as follows*

Pump static
Sodium level as indicated on Fig 1 being raised
Sodium temperature, *+00 C in the loop
Sodium temperature 150 G in the dump tanks 
Argon over pressure 800 m/m Hg abs Xu Pump tank 

1600 m/m %  abs in Dump tank 
Approx* 9? 652 %  Na in the system, 25^0 Kg Na in the twin dump tanks

The dump tanks are located in a metal lined pit located to one side of the loop* 
see plan Fig 2®

The pit is surrounded by Na pipework on three sides and cooling air ducts on the
other. It is decked with steel platec.
At the time of the incident the Na level in the pump tank was being raised by renting 
the pump tank and pressurising the dump tanke, Fig 1 ,
Na flowing via Valve ’A',through a filter 'B1, and valve *C' into the loop®

Main dump valves *D* and ’E* were closed.
The pipework and valves shown are located below the deck, inside the pit#
During the Na topping up process, the operators noticed smoke coning from the pit, 
through openings in the deck plates. Owing to the density of the sack® it was 
impossible to know whether the leak was ©a the dump valves, the pipswrok or the tmlm 
themselves.



The alarm was sounded, and tloie automatically cut the electric power to the loop 
completely. The local fir© crew arrived in less than two minutes.

The main problem facing the operators was to decide if the standard action 
for all loop leakage i.e. to dump the rig, was the safest procedure in this 
case. Alternatively, they were unwilling to switch power on to the rig,
and thus were faced with a total freeze out, of some 9*652 %  Ha in the
loop system and pump tank* within about 1-|~2 hours.

SUMMARY OF MAIN EVENTS: FOLLOWING ALARM:
1. Firefighting through small gaps in the deck, proved impossible, Fig 5*
2. Attempts to lift sections of the deck proved difficult due to 'portable*

equipment, although a21 plant structures had been kept clear, by design®
3. After lifting plates, the fire zone was seen to be on pipework above the

dump tankss Fig k and a leak was later discovered on valve 'C* Fig 1®
Application of powder by CO bottles was too fierce, and spread the burning 
% .  ,

5. Hand application of powder proved impracticable until trays were fitted below 
the pipework®

6. Access for emergency personnel movement was too restricted. See Fig 5 taken 
after the event.

7. The civil fire chief attempted to take control, with, out any knowledge of the 
plant or the hazards.

8. Too many ‘visitors’ arrived on the scene, and were not easily removed, due to 
their senior rank.

9. The leak finally proved to be a pinhole on an edge welded bellows in valve *0*. 

CONCLUSIONS
The conclusions to be drawn from the items listed are sufficiantly obvious not to 
require explanation, and can mostly be dealt with by small design changes or admin
istrative rules. However, the most significant lesson from this incident is the 
fallacy of assuming that there is

1) a loop,
2) a dump tank system,

and when the loop leaks, a simple dump is the solution®

It is clear that with the standards of design and manufacture, and inspection in use, 
the dump valves, pipework and tanks must be equally as suspect as the loop* and 
emergency procedure philosophy must recognise this®
In the above case the ultimate situation had been recognised, by metal lining the
dump tank pit, as the final containment after all else failed; but the intermediate
step of the correct action when, say a dump valve bellows fails, had not been 
evaluated.



INCIDENT B

This also occurred on the 1620 trVhr Na pump loop, but in this case the cause had 
design implications.
The loop and pump tank axe jacketted as shown on Fig I, for the purpose of temperature 
control. Hot air being recirculated for preheating before filling the loop, or 'one® 
through’ for cooling, when the pump is running at design speed*
The loop pipework is 300 mm dia St.St. 18/8/Ti, the jacket is 500 mm dia Mild Steel, 
welded nominally gas tight# Thermal insulation and aluminium protection is fitted 
outside the jacket.

A smoke detector alarm is connected into a by-pass on the cooling air circuit®
The loop war fu'Jl of Na at i+00°C to the level V F i g  1 and the pump was runnings 
when th<* snake alarm stgnalled, intermittently. The signal was so inconclusive that 
operation was recommenced several times®

A major disadvantage of total secondary containment, regardless of whether it is used 
for safety, or as j.n tnis case for thermal reasons, is that it restricts access to 
equipment for leak huntxng.
Assuming that the leak would be on a branch weld rather than in pipework, holes were 
cut in selected, zones of the heating jacket, and the fault finally located on a 
thermocouple pocket* There was no evidence of burning having occurred® ‘’’his \&
consistent with the weak response on the ejnoke alarm, and may be due to

1) a very slow leak rate,
2) rapid oxidation of the leaking sodxum caused by the high velocity air in

the duct.
The total loss of Na wac about 5 %«
The source of the leak waa a thermocouple pocket penetrating through the pipe wall 
into the flow stream. The pocket had broken off from its junction with the pips 
wall, and fallen into the 2i>0 urn pipe.
The remaining club was secured by cutting: a thread in the bore, and fitting a bolt, 
then trepanning the stub out of the pipe wall.
Subsequent metallurgical examination showed that the fillet weld fusion zone had 
penetrated the thin «rali of the pocket, in such a manner as to propagate failure* 
arising from a root defect which provided a stress concentration.
The weld is in accordance with ASMS Pressure Vessel Code,Section VIII, and is con
sidered correct for a welded nozzle.
The error was in the use of a 3ong finger thermocouple pocket in a dynamic flow 
situation with the we3d positioned on the thin walled section,, resulting in full 
penetration, Pig 6a®
A repair was affected by using a special pocket Fig 6"b to suit the trepanned hole 
xn the pipe well. The same ueld preparation was used as in the original,*
A new design standard for thermocouple pockets has been adopted by the Laboratory 
Fig 6c, which ensures the weld fusion is on a section approximately equal in thickness 
to the pxpe wall®



INCIDENT C

This incident relates to a fuel element test rig, used to perform endurance tests
ab reactor conditions of temperature and flow®
After a total of 1200 fars at 650°C and a further 1000 hrs at kOO°C a sodium leakage 
occurred about half-way up the test section.
She first indii cation of a leakage was a mound of molten slag, glowing red, on the 
outer surface of the lagging, Pig 7® Because the whole rig is enclosed in a metal 
cell or cubicle* no metallic wrapping was applied on the •’Dextramite" thermal insu
lation, on the vessel®
Contrary to previoue experience with sodium rigs in the Laboratory, no caustic fumes 
were produced, and a butane gas flame did not turn yellow until it was held within 
30 cm of the molten s3ag. Previous experience indicated that a response to this 
test could be expected anywhere inside the cell.
The rig was dumped within 15 minutes of the discovery of the leak, aiid the test 
section was allowed to cool without removing the lagging®

Subsequent examination showed that the stainless steel (18/8/Tl) vessel wall had bees 
severely damaged, Fig 8. The metal was corroded to a depth of 1*62 mm, reducing the 
effective wall thiefkness from 3®65 mm to 2.03 mm Fig, 9*
In contrast to leaks on other stainless steel plant no carbon pick-up was discernable 
on the stainless steel vessel wall® In these other cases, the carbon picked up by the 
vessel wal3 is thought to have come from the thermal lagging (Stillite) surrounding the 
pipe, which contains h% of resin binder of which i  is a mineral oil*

After Na decontamination the defective test vessel was helium leak tested, and this 
revealed the source of the leak as two cracks in seal welds on opposite sides of 
the vessel. These welds were part of a modification programme after a first series 
of tests, and were shown, to have been laid on the heat affected zone of a main cir
cumferential structural weld, which itself was close to a severe change in cross 
section® The main weld had been radiographed initially, but the seal weld only 
leak checked.

The conclusion is that the cracks had formed during thg seal welding operation and 
had opened up subsequently when the vessel reached 650 C,
There is no evidence when the Na leak started, and the corrogion could have been 
tailing place for 200 hours whilat the toot vessel was at 650 C, plus some time 
at 400 C, since the last replacement of lagging.
The absence of carbon pick-up has not been explained; the lagging used "Dextran&te" 
contains 2jjl$ of carbon in various forms*

CONCLUSION

Two design details contributed to the weld cracks which caused the Na leak.
1) The original structural weld was situated too close to an abrupt change 

in vessel wall thickness, which caused severe restraint of the weld and 
led to high residual stresses in the weld region®



2) The latar seal weld was laid down ia this highly stressed region®
Recent additions of BS„15Q0, BS.1515, and ASHE Pressure Vessel Cod®, Section fill 
recommend that details of this type should be avoided in high class vessels, and 
the careful application of the recowsmdations in these codes should prevent similar 
faults occurring ia future vessels, She weld cracks were not primarily a function 
of th£ vessel material and there is no reason to depart froas 1&-8-fi stainless steel 
os that account®
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FI^ME PHOTOMETRIC DETECTION OF SODIUM LEAKS

TASTS ON A FULLSC^LS MODEL FOR THE 
CONTROL GEAR SQDIUN RIG

by
B R Grundy 
P Knowles
HSKL, Kicloy,

SUIJL.RY

The proposed nrrangcnent for detecting sodium leaks from the large flanges 
of the Control Goar Sodium Rig (Tost Section No, 8, MGXR) at XEML is to 
jackut then in a secondary containment from which nir samples will be eon- ■ 
tinuously pumped. Pipework foods iho air to n flame photometer which responds 
if sodium ic present. To prove th,-.t sodium smoke could be transferred through 
the system, tests were performed on a fullscnie jaodel by burning small amounts 
of codiun in different jackets. Large signals free fro® fluctuations sere 
obtained in all tosts, peak response occurring in £$ trdnutes or loss,, She 
signal quickly cleared rftor isolating the appropriate vessel. A waiting 
period of several hoars was sufficient to reduce the signal to zero^ no 
cle<uning of pipework, otc being necessary. In contrast, snzaples of two 
lagging ma^eriala heated to 400 0 gnvo no response with the photometer at 
maxiraum sensitivity.
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INTRODUCTION
The control gear sodium rig consists of a tall vessel 35 ft high by 15 Is 
diameter, made up from a number of sections joined together by flangesj 
sealed, with an edge weld® There are a number of connections into tho 
vessel for level probe tubes, sodium and vapour outlets, etc*
If sodium were to leak from any of these joints, rapid external corrosion 
could ensue, causing severe damage to the expensive apparatus and leaiisg
ultimately to a major breach in containment of the rig. In order to refac® 
this hazard it is desirable to detect the leak as soon as possiMe and it
was proposed that this should be done by Jacketing the vulnerable parts 
of the equipment and drawing air from each of the regions involved through 
a flame photometer.
Before adding the secondary containment to the actual rig, the principle 
of the method was tested by building a fullecale model of the set of Jackets 
and observing the response of the flame photometer when small quantities 
of sodium wore burnt in different parts of the system*
iiii order has already been placed for an automated version of tho flame 
photometer (designed by Instrument Development Group, EEML) to be used 
specifically for leak detection® It features an alar® operated wlisa a 
predetermined sodium level is reached, and facilities for monitoring its© 
flame to raise the al?rm if it goes out,

EXPERIMENTAL ;JRFUNGSMEKT
Eight vessels were constructed simulating tho proposed arrangement of 
secondary containnent for the control gear sodium rig (Test Section So* 8 
of the Mechanical Components Test Rig (MCTR) )« These were positioned at 
three levels; ground floor, 16 ft and 35 ft (See Fig, 1)» Three of th©e® 
were of large volume (approximately 1®?, 1»? and %#5 £t«3)f one at eaeh 
level. Their shape was essentially that of an annulus, th© inner Shell 
representing the Tig vessel and tho outer shell representing tho jacket around 
a flange, from which samples of air are drawn® The other vessels were tmoh 
smaller, again in the shape of an annulus. Each vessel was connected %
% in copper tubing into a vertical run of 1 in copper tubing via a process 
gas valve. At the top of the 1 in pipe a compressor draw air through a?!y 
vessel whose valve was open® Of the 50 1/mln of air drawn} kO l/w ln passed 
out of the building through an effluent line® The remaining 10 3/ieIb fad 
the flams of a flame photoneter.
A sodium smoke was produced by heating a snail quantity of sodium ( (  1 g) 
in a nickel crucible (1 in high and -J in diameter) to to) C on a tsorigeatal 
finger heater* The rate of burning was controlled toy cutting few? n m rm  
vertical slots in the walls of the crucible to adnAt air» Without these 
slots the sodium would not burn* After the sodium bad ignited, th® assembly 
was inserted into the vessel through a cush-fit hole*
Each vessel had an additional hole of about 0,2 in to ensure an air flow 
through it. The finger heater holes not in use during a partiGttlar 
ment were blocked off®

1. o



THE FLultE PHOTOKSTBR
8, The instrument uses the principle that a metallic compound, normally

in the form of a solution, dissociates when passad into n non-lutninous flams® 
Metallic atoms nro then rnisc4 to nn oxcite4 state and the transition
back to the ground state results in emission of a characteristic waye- 
ltsngth. The light from tho fleu 10 is passed through a coloured filter 
selecting the appropriate pass band* It thou impinges on a photocell 
whofac output is fed directly co a spot galvanometer*

9* The instrument possesses donsitiv .ty dial by moans of which tho response 
of tho instrunent can ho adjusted. Bench tests revealed that at tho maxi- 
m m  censitivity setting using a propane/eir flnjne, fullscale deflection
was obtained by injecting an aqueous solution containing 5 ppm (w/w) of 
sodium ions. By oalibrrting tho instrunent at various settings of the 
sensitivity dial, its rorponso wnfô shown to be aensibly linear. The fair 
flow at; tno pressure uaod (5 lb/incg) was measured and found to be 10 l/attnB

10, The anount of sodium needed to produce fullscale deflection at maximum 
sensitivilj wt a calculi" tod by no coring the amount of solution injected 
into the Instrument (2»5 cc/rtin) and ncaeuring the proportion of this 
which found its way into the flame (10?.'). This was equivalent to a 
consumption of sodium rt the rate of 1*25 yg/min* Soaring in ndnd tho 
various effects of background noise, drift and background, a reasonable 
limit of detection for 3 oaks i;ould bo 2€£' of fullscalc deflootion at 
Buxinum sensitivity, which Is equivalent to n sodium consumption of 0*25
u g/min. Asbuning that in a practicj,*! leak situation the sodium fume 
will consist of an aerosol sufficiently fine bo be swept Into the flame 
by -«,he air flow of 10 l/win without loss, then t^o nn.ra.mum detectable 
concentrations of sodium in car will bo 25 V

ESCP^RIhLNT J, TESTS

1 1. An attempt was made to nensuro air flow into the vessels through tho 
holes provxded„ No flow was registered on rotameters even with all other 
vessels isola" od It appeared that tho impedance of the type of rotameter 
used was high compared with tho hydraulic resistance of alternative paths*
^ir flow into the vessels through the holes provided was confirms! quart” 
litatively by observing that a flarô  was drawn inwards,

TESTS l/ITH SODIUM SMOKE
12® The compressor and flame photomotor were started and valves to all vessels 

opened ensuring an air movement from outside into the vessels* TAa beater 
was raised, to 400JC and tho crucible of sodium placed on it. Wifchin a few 
minutes the sodiua fired and it was then pushed into the appropriate 
vessel.

13# iv summary of results of taste on tho throe largo vessels is given in tho 
Table. These wore obtained with ail valves open. It can be floon that a 
large signal was obtained in oach case. The signal was free from largo 
short-term fluctuations ( > %  of F,S,) both when increasing nnd deereaeiitg®

14. Closing tho valve on a vessel in which Rtnoke was produced quickly resulted, 
tn a significant reduction in signal (tests 3 and W .  Consequently it 
will be posslbio to identify a leaking section by successively closing 
off sampling points.



15. For t^st 2 a weighed ty of sodium was used. After burning had
ceased, residues in the crucible w^ra token into soSinn and the sodium

• estimated tltremotrieaUy® Of 0®83 g originally present, 0»10 g had been
lost. This represents tho upper limit of sodium passed into the vessel 
as smoke®

16. There is little consistency in the rate at which sodium cleared from the 
system (column 5)• It ic thought that 1b the two cases of high readings 
after 15 tnin (tests 2 and h) a snail pioco of sodium may have jumped from 
the crucible and continued to i roducc smoke after the finger heater and
crucible h->d been removed. j if tor e period of several hours the flame 
photometer gave no response at maximuw sensitivity® When experiment lj- 
was compl ted, -v faint white deposit was observed in a short ran of irons- 
parent plastic tubing just upstream from the compressor, Vipjoroun taypinf 
of tho tubing resulted in no response. Only when the tubing wnc distorted 
by pinch mg or sharp benJing was h response obtained. This quickly closured, 
a return to zoro reading being ■’ccomplishcd in under c. minute. These 
observations show that it should not bo necessary to atrip and clean the 
pump, pipework, etc. aftor an incident.

17. Tho effect of passing distilled water into tbe instrument xtas tried \then 
stacks was being sampled. u steady rending of kQ&'o o f P.S. (60 ppm I’®SsD*) 
fell to lOH upon introducing the uat^r v ia the atomizer. a if ter it*' removal 
tho reVing returned to kefe. This was probably due to water trapping out 
smoko in the. mixing chamber of the photometer and passing it out to drain®

TESTo ON HOT JIGGING
18. On the MCTR some rir drawn into the vessels at each sampling point will 

clrsô t certainly >- n j through Seated lagging materials® Should, these 
evolve oodium-b^crinn vapours, then a false alarm might bo rained.

19. “■ chcck on two of these mtermls, stillite and dextran&tev p s  raado,
•all vessois oxcojt the ground floor one were isolated. A cube of the 
lagging wa- placed on the finger heater at *f00 C and held in firm con
tact. The hcotc„ ana lagging ucrc inserted in the ground floor veeoel®
With the photometer at maximum sensitivity, no sodium was detected £roa 
either material ( <  ?■> of F.S. at 5 ppm F.S.D,) even though in the case 
of stillite, visible quantities of srioke wei*e produced®

PROLONG!® OPERATION 01' Tin FLJill P?0T0IETER
20. the photometer was run for one week in order to check its behaviour when 

run for long periods. ^ thermocouple was attached halfway down the nctal 
burner. By monitoring this, an indication of abnormal behavitur eottM be 
obtained.

_ 21. During the test, the flame went out spontaneously on two occasions® Hue
recorder trace indicated a progressive reduction in temperature from tho 
normal 200 C } preceding tho p.int whore the flame wont out. Subneouont
observation shewed that the cause of this behaviour was air pressure v\ri& -

- tion. If tho air pressure rose, this caused the flame to lift aw"
the burner and eventually go eut.

3.



22. More serious was on increase in temperature to aver 500 C. The cause of
this was not certain but tho most likely explanation seems to be that tho 
flame "blew back”. It was later demonstrated that by manipulation of the 
gas valves the flame would blow back and burn inside the burners causing 
a rapid temperature rise. Since the metal burner is seated in the plastle 
mixing chamber, such a temperature could easily lead to a firo. As a 
safety precaution an alarm system seems to be required, perhaps operated 
by the thermocouple in the position indicated above.

CONCLUSIONS
23* *'*• nodcl of the leak detection system which is proposed for the control 

gear sodium rig (Tost Section No. 8, MCTR) has been built. It consists 
of a series cf volumes representing the jackets for tho various vulnerable 
points which arc connected to a flame photometer by copper pipework.

2*U The efficiency of the system has been tested by burning small 1 g) 
quantities of sodium in various jackets to see whether a detectable 
response was obtained on the flame photometer. In all cases tho peak 
response was reached within 2& minutes of tho start of the experiment 
and was cf the order of 500 x tho background signal.

25. It proved possible to identify tho locations of tho burning sodium by
isolating each vossel in turn. few hours waiting period was sufficient 
for the smoke to clear to the point where there was zero signal.

26. The flgne photometer did not respond when specimens of lagging were heated
to kQO C inside one of the Jackets.

27. The long terra behaviour of the flame photometer was tested by operating
it continuously for one week* During this period tho flame wont out o» 
two occasions whilst on a third it blew back, causing rapid overheating
in the mixing chamber. Some form of simple monitor is needed to ensure 
continuous safety cover and to prevent damage to the plastic mixing chamber 
as a result of crheating.
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SUMMARY
Under certain conditions, small quantities of sodium escaping through a small 
hole may cause extensive corrosion and cratering on the outside of the contain
ment in the vicinity of the leak and there is a possibility that this 'might lead 
to a major rupture of the containment.
Ti is difficult to estimate such a corrosion rate by conducting post mortem 
after an incident because of the lack of precise information about times and 
temperatures.
Simple sodium burning experiments have therefore been carried out in an attempt 
to provide rough quantitative data on the size of these corrosion rates* These
showed that the average rate of corrosion of specimens of 18,8.1 stainless steel 
beneath a burning pool of sodium was of the order of 0.Q5 cm/hr at 600 C and 
0.005 cm/hr at ^00 C.
Enhanced corrosion occurs at the periphery of the burning sodium. The rate of 
penetration will depend on the shape of the corrosion profile which exists in 
the affected surface. The times needed to penetrate different wall thicknesses 
of stainless steel pipework have been calculated for various corrosion profiles 
similar to those which have been observed after incidents in KEML.



INTRODUCTION
1 > In the past it lias usually been accepted as a safety principle by EEML that 

so long as sodium rigs were designed in ?«efa a way as to prevent major leeks 
of liquid metal, tho occurrenco of very small leaks could be tolerated bocatiso 
it would be possible to detect thorn before any serious damage to the equipment 
could ensue. Recent experience suggests that this simple correlation of 
potential hazard with leak size may be seriously in error, and there is a 
growing awareness of the possibility that a small leak may have BeriouR 
consequences,

2. It has become apparent that, under buitable conditions tho sodium escaping 
through a small hole nay cruise extensive corrosion and cxaterlng on the outside 
of the containment and there xs a possibility that this sight 3eao a sig
nificant rupture of tho containment* By this process a small leak c'uld 
ultimately he transformed into a major release of sodium*

3. Some examples of this type of failure have been reported already. For 
in'jtnnco l/rgnor and Stearns (-1965) describe how a leak in a 30^ &tniwloss steel 
expansion tank rt Hnllnm rcduced a wn31 thickness from 0,31 to 0,035 In *  
before it was discovered, while Stroughan (19^+3 describes how a sodium 
leakage r t bOO-^OO C on •che twin-zone loop at Bounreay caused severe corrosion 
to some pdjaccnt 18.8,1 RfcainlosF. steel pipes. Failures of this type Ynva
also been experienced in KCML andhave been described by Eickhoff (1966),
Tn ono of those (Fig. 1) the wall of a test section was eroded to a depth
of 0, 06k in thereby reducing its effective thickness by nearly a factor of
2® On another occasion mild steol supports standing in a tray of bumiixg
NoK were grossly attacked at the KaK/air interface. ̂ This type of behaviour
should be contrasted with the norual corrosion process which occurs at the 
rate of-^10“3 in/yr®

k. The likelihood of such a sequence of events occurring in a sodium rig or
reactor must influor>ce the design philosophy of the containment and the
detection and inspection procedures which are used. In order to assess tho 
hazard xn a partic"!~r system it is important to know the rate at which the
*catastrophic1 corrosion occurs on the outside of tho containment«

5. It is usually difficult to extract this information front a post-mortem on 
actual incidents on rigs, A typical sequence of events is op follows?
i) Someone notices that an escape of sodium has occurred cither It;

the appearance of thi, mctnl, oxidised fume or a fire and gives the 
alarm*

ii) An investigation i=; conducted by a competent person which may take 
minutes as a result of whicn a decision is taken to dump t*t&

rig,
iii) Sodium is allowed to drain from the rig into a dump tank - a

process requiring anything •'roffi winutes up to half an hour for
completion. At some stage during this process, tho level of 
sodium inside xlie rig \dll fall below the leak, after which no 
more sodium can escape.

iv) Meanwhile, the sodium which has escaped may fire# Whether or not 
this occurs depends on the initial temperature of the system, tho 
thickness of the lagging and tho availability of oxygen or moisture, 
and the quantity of sodium which has escaped. Hie f ira  will burn 
for an indeterminate time, and tho temperature reached will not be 
known unloss a thermocouple happens to be situated in the vicinity.
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v) Eventually when all the escaped sodium has oxidised or the supply
of air exhausted* (perhaps by the scaling effects of the solid 
oxidation products), the temperature will begin to fall at a rate 
determined by the thermal properties of tho system*

vi) Whon cold tho damaged lagging will be removed and the metal surfaces
examined*

6. It is clear that ia most cases reliable data on times and temperatures are
not available nor nr® the conditions needed to promote catastrophic oxida
tion properly understood, a n t h e  conclusions to be drawn from a study of 
incidents on sodium rigs are therefore usually only qualitative.

7. The prosent memorandum describes some simple experiments which were cawrled 
out in an attempt to augment the data on sodium fires by burning quantities 
of sodium in stainless stool boats at %00°C and 600 C and measuring tho 
weight lossos which resulted# In this way it was hoped to get rough values 
for corrosion rates under condition# resembling those which occur in catas
trophic corrosion.

exferimbotal procedure

Burning Tests With Stainless Steel Boats at 600°C
ft. Corrosion tests were.carried out in small stainless steel boats. These

were made by cutting standard sections of -J in and 1 in nb stainless steel
pipe lengthways and forndng tho sections into ’boats* in a vise (Pig. -2) 
After cleaning and weighing, tho hosts were placed on a hot plate formed 
from a 12 in d, circular plate of nild steel in thick which was heated 
from below by gas torches* Heat wac conserved by surrounding the assembly 
by a simple shield as sho\m in Fig® 3. The temperature was measured by a 
stainless stoel sheathed thermocouple and when this had reached equlHbritSBt 
tho burning experiment was started®

9. Pellets of sodium weighing about 1«2 grams were placed into the beats using 
long handled ton^s u’d allowed to burn freely in the air® Meastjresenta wlfcll 
the thermocouple probe showed tho boat quickly rog*dned a temperature of
600 C after addition of a sodium pellet® Burning times were extended by 
adding further pellets whon the previous one ceased to burn. A H  the 
experiments wore conducted outside the laboratory, on a burning ground so* 
distance from the main building and personnel wore suitably dressed ia 
fireproof clothing, Uhcn the sodium had burnt for the requisite period* the 
boats were plunged into soda ash (anhydrous sodium enrbonrte powder), rinsed, 
in water, dried and ro-weighod. The average corrosion rate was deduced 
directly from the burning time and the weight Iocs of the boat®

10. In order to see whether the corrosion rate was influenced isy a presence o f  
lagging a variation in procedure was adopted® Loose pieces of the appro
priate kind of lagging were piled into the boats and allowed to roach 
equilibrium temperature® Pellets of sodium wore then placed on top of the 
lagging. During the subsequent fire, molten metal trickled dowa through the 
loosely heaped lagging ensuring intimate contact with both lagging and the 
stainless steel boat.

1 1 . additional tests were also carried out to compare the corrosive effects of 
burning sodium metal with those of the molten caustic residues which nrs 
the end product of a sodium fire® This was dene by collecting together
the molten residues which remained after combustion was complete and pouring 
them into a clean weighed boat held at the appropriate temperature. 
before the corrosion rate was calculated from the weight loss ©eeurriag 
after a given time under the test conditions.
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Burning Tests with Stainless Ste«l Roa.t« at hQQ°G
12. Following on from the corrosion tests at 600°C, o further series of tests 

was carried out at %OOcCs The specimens used were again made from 1 in NB
18,8.1 S3 pipe, but were made longer than before, tho nominal weights being 
100 grans,,

13* The same tjchniques wore eaployed as before, tho burning metal being replen
ished by extra polioLs of nodium. In general, the sodiura was slow to fire?
and induction periods as Ion/? as 1& minutes were noticed. As burning 
progressed the specimens became covered with a thicx solid layer c f  oxidation 
products which gradually sprond over tho whole area and contamina'cod tho 
lower sides of the boats. For this reason the burning was not very uniform 
and it was alloyed to continue for periods up to JO minutes.

’.Tests with a Lagged Pipe Section

1 .̂ h typical rig section was also subjoctod to a burning sodium test. The
model consisted of a 9 in length of ? in NB stainless stool pipo, fitted
with tape heating and stillito Ingoing. for the purpose of tho tost a 
portion of the Irgging was scooped out and filled with about 300 grams of 
solid eodiuffl,

15. Tag section was placed on th»- hot-plate in a horizontal position and heated
to about 500 C and the sodium alloviod to burn to completion, which took
about half an hour, Aft.r cooling the pipe wan cleaned and in~ooctsda

RESULTS iJJD DISCUSSION

16. The results of the first series of tests using small (JO g) boats at £>00°C
aro listed in Table. 1 » ’’ho weight losses have been converted to penetra
tion rates on fchc assumption t.’at the corrosion was uniform and .ghat the 
avers-jTe area of the boat in- contact with liquid c odium wa" 15 c n '%

TAB ID 1

Corrosion of 30 j boats oy sodium burning at 600°C

Test
No. Type of Te'-t

Lo -s in 
v..- '^hr 
(im)

. ......

, Burning
Time

i (Min) 
i

nverage t 
Penetration '

Sate t 
crr/far. s

a 2 1 Pure Sodium * o J+37
'
| 3 0.082 !

* A “ J ' 0.729 1 h 0,092 j
- J ! 1,05 ! 6 0.059 ,
A 8 j 2,03

1...... ,,

' 10 0*105 ' 
■

/> 5 Soc’Iup '■nc1 Stillite
i
, 1.^8

J 1 ...
0.088

A 6 1 | 1.5^ j ^ 0.07;i

A 7
j

- Sodium and Hooksill I 1.58
i
1 8 0.087

- 9 t , 1.53 
I I 10 0*0??

:

i- i0 i Caustic Residues | 0,05 i 30
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1?« Bie data given in Table I is also presented in Fig h which shows the weight
losses as a function of time of burning. A linear relationship is evident* 
These experiments showed that the corrosion rate stayed roughly constant 
and corresponded to a penetration rate of just less than 1 mm per hour#
The presence of lagging seeued to have a negligible effect on the corrosion 
and the caustic residues were less corrosive than burning sodium®

!8« In order to achieve greater control over the experimental conditions and in
particular to define more accurately the area over which tho corrosion took 
place, the experiment was rope'.tcd usjng larger boats (75 g)»

19. jv8 before, the overall amount of corrosion was measured by weighing the boats 
before anJ after the experiment with the results shown in Table II* The 
ponetrntior rnfces wuru again calculated on the assumption of uniform corrosion. 
In these experiments the average area of contact between sodium and the 
stainless steel beat was 33 cn^»

T^BLE II
Corrosion cf 75 g boats by burning sodium at SQO'-'C

Test
No. Type of Tost

Loss in 
weight 
(gin)

S

Burning
Time
(Min)

j Average j 
Penetration I 

| Hate j 
ctr/hr. *1 ?

B 1 Fed with sodium, tho 
excess caustic melt 
dr .ained away every 10 
minutes.

6.?^ 50 ! 0.0^9 !
f '
I ;
s
t

B 5 As above 1?*18! 60 j  o . < M
i J

B k
----------- -1
No sodium. Pure 
caustic melt only.

1 1.17 60
f  ̂
i 0.00^ J

i ' 
i s

B 2

!

Control specimen, No 
sodium, but slight con
tamination with caustic 
on the base.

0.18

f

60 ■ 0*0006II
Si
f '

j.

20. The sodium corrosion rates measured in Tests B1 and BJ were self consistent
and differed from those obtained v&th the small boats by less than a factor 
of 2. As before, the caustic residues wore much less potent a coureo of 
corrosion "'’an the burning sodiun.

2 1. Besides not! *;he nett losses in the specimens, the change in thickness of 
tho boat used s., ^est B3 uas measured by neano of a rt&crcffleter, Sic recvlts 
confirmed the visual impression that tho corrosion wars greater in tho ■ocr'-ptiero3. 
region than beneath the bulk of the liquid soc.iurv A schematic f i i o f
theicorrosion zones is shown in Fi^. 5. I’he central recicn with c„* 'r^n of 
18.5 cm^ wa^ permanently submerged in sodium fc^  ̂hour and decrease- 'J . 
thickness by 0,030 cm during the. course of the experiment. By cor.tr'/T-, tho 
peripheral zone was corroded to an average depth of 0*051 cb» -aJc".'v \»rto 
account the areas of the two zones, the calculated weight loss eorrorrso^lxng 
to the decrease in thickness of tho boat was within. 1C& cf the directly 
measured value.



22» Enhanced corrosion rates in tho peripheral region might well explain the 
rather higher penetration rates obtained with the smaller boats because 
edge effects would bo expoctod to be greater in this ease®

2J* Even, larger bo«ts ^ero used to measure tho smaller corrosion ratoa obtained 
with sodrum at **00 'C„ Tho results of the experiments are given In !fab?.o 111®

t;j3LE iii

Corrcsion of 100 £>- boats burning sodium at bOO°C

Test ;
N o .  ii

Type of Test
BypOBure | 
Time | 
(Kin) 1

W e i g h t

loss
(gin)

}  ̂Penetration t 
| R&io 
I cm/hr. '
I . .”  " ,r 1 

C 5 1 Molten Sodium 18 j 0*012
1—
i - :

C 6
I

Molton Sodium
Burning £>01 turn

1 8  j  

%  *1 1.5^
1

S 6.5 x 1 0 ~ 3

c  7 Molten Sodium 
Burning Sodium

>
5  , 15 I 0 , * f ?

1

| *4 > 0  X
I

1C-? ;

C  8 Molten Sodium 
Rurni ng Sodium

,  |

30 j 0*93
\
3

*, 3.9 x 10“3 1

C  9 M o l t e n  S o d i u m  

H u r i d n g  S o d i u m

5 ! 

30 j 0.59
i

j 2«5 x

?

1 0 " 3

C  1 0 M o l t e n  S o d i u m  

Burning S o d i u m

i 4 

k  !

- 5 0  )

i

0.^8

JJ

1 0 ” ?

2*f» ^Ithou^h some on did occur in  the lower side of tho boat because
of ,,p illage of the reaction products the pessim iatic assumption i s  and** 
that a l l  tno attnci; w- 3 concentrated in  the upper surface of the Doat v ith  
an arop. of foO cmc. Hit resu lts o'* Tewt C> show that weight l03S0«! during 
the induction period bef ro the '-c'Mtsm fir-xi ci uJd bo ignored acid tftc 
ponotration rate i.s therefore calculated 0x1 tho assumption that all fche 
inoo.oû ed weight lu'jo occurred whilst the sodium was actually burning* ®ie 
incrL'i&cd scatter in  the rvoulta I s  baidly su rprising  in  viow of the 
d if f ic u lty  of ro inta in ing itccdy burning an the presence of largo quantities 
of sol La re etion aroc'uots, Ip f < neral the rates are down by ^ore than <m 
order of tit tudc compared with thone at 6 0 0  0 .

25. From tho potnc of view of rig safety, the vital pioco of information fro®
corrosion studios i? tho measured rate of pcnutrition under tho most adverse 
conditions which can bo cncoanterod and attention hnc already boon drawn to the 
fnci fchnt during r rodiutp fire, peripheral corrosion occurs with considorablo 
rapidity, u good example of lliin was I,ho behaviour shown ay the lagged pipe 
spocimon (para 1̂ ). Its goniral appearance at the end of * ho experiment is 
shown m  Fj(j. 6 in which the ’tide mark' surrounding the zooo containing the 
liquid sodium can be seen quite dearly. In some places, notably on the 
undfrnlde cr the pi]jo whore the sodium/stool ’’air interface i;as woil dofinedT 
thi. tado mrk consa&ted of tho deep fLscuro shown in Fife 7„ Jy taking a» 
cross e>ction of tho corrodcd area (Fig, 8) the depth of ponotr vH on vtjf 
rhown I o bo 0*013 on* This corrosion occurred at a nordnal t̂ npcrT.tarr* of 
500 0 dur.ing a period of not more than naif an hour* The met’ of .nsv'tra'ion 
under tfroso conditions was therefore 0»0?5 cm/hr.
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26. Enhanced corrosion rates were also clearly observed In Test No* B3 with
the ?5 gits boat in which the moan corrosion rate in tho peripheral region was 
0,06 cra/hr compared with 0*0? cn/hr beneath the sodium surface® It is likely 
that as the sodium burnt and was replenished the interface moved backwards and 
forwards across tho peripheral zone. Had it remained stationary, it is 
reasonable to suppose that tho penetration would have been appreciably greater.

27. How much greater would depend on tho profile of tho corroded rogion, Various
examples of possible profiles are illustrated in Fig, 9® The most serious
profile'is No. h, consisting c.f a pit deepening but without widening® ^Ishough 
the occurrence of such a fault is unlikely, its consequences have beenMncluded 
for purposes of comparison. The evidence from post mortem incidents in HilML 
rigs suggests th-’t if a profile cf this type wore to occur it is unlikely that 
its width would Ve less than 0.1 cm.

28. From the rcaults of the first scries of tests, Fig k, it is concluded that the 
weight loss per unit time and henco the volume loss per unit time are constant® 
If the perimeter of the corroded area remains fixed, it follows that the rate 
of increase of the area of the corrosion profile remains constant*

29. In tho case of the 3rd test on the 75 gro boats tho average width of the
peripheral zone was 0.8 cm and tho average depth of penetration after 1 hour 
was 0,051 cm. Hence the area of the corrosion profile increased at tho rate 
of (0.8 x 0,051) = 4.08 x 10~2cn Bj combining this figure with the
expressions for the areas of tho various corrosion profiles in Fig, 9 it is 
possible to calculate the time needed for the maximum depth/penetrations (p) 
to equal any specified value. Table IV lists the times needed to penetrate 
various wall thickness of stainless steel piping.

T/.BIE IV
Calculated tines needed to penetrate various wall0thicknesses of

18.8,1 stainless steel pipework at 500 C

I Type cf'Pipe , Penetration Times for different 
corrosion profiles (hr)

Nominal
Diameter

(in)
! Wall
| Thickness 
- (in)
.... .......

Rectangular j 
(ratio of axes • 

2,5) |
Triangular Semi

Circular
Rectangular 
(constant 
width)

Zk 0,25 25 j

'
17 1,6

1k O.189 14 | 10 9 1,2
k 0.12 | { *  j

k 3* 0.7 6

2 0,109 !i *4  ii 3j* 3 0*69 !f1
X

30, It will be seen that thu caclulated penetration times vary widely depending 
on the geometry of tho corrosion front. Moreover, if the local hotspot 
temperatures near a leak in a i,iece of lagged pipe are significantly different 
from those occurring in tho boats of burning sodium, tho corresponding 
penetration tiraos will be affected.
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CONCLUSIONS

31. Wien sodium leaks from rigs at temperatures of 400°C or above it usually 
firc-s, resulting in extensive corrosion of the adjacent ©eternal surface
of tho-. containment. It is difficult to estimate corrosion rates by conduct
ing post mortens on such incidents because of the leiik of reliable ±n£o~ 
raation about times and temperatures.

32. Simple sodium burning experiments have been carried out in an attempt to 
provide rough quantitative data on the size of those corrosion rates«
These showed that the avoracc rate of corrosion of specimens of l8»8e1 
stainless sfcyol beneath a burning pool of sodium was of the order of 0«05
orr/hr at 600 C and 0,005 cta/hr ,-yfc lm ° c t

33® Enhanced corrosion occurs at the periphery of the burning sodium® The rate 
of pc-notrati on in thin .region 'ri.ll depend on the shape of tho corrosion 
profile, which exists on Hie affooted surface* The times needed to penetrate 
e r.iainless stool surf^co to a f’epth equal to tlxo wall thickness of typical 
■sizes cf pipework have boon calculated for various corrosion profiles, 
sirraLar tc those which have been observed in REKL incidents® Those times 
vary considerably depending on tho corrosion profile assumed® If the local 
hotspot temperatures are significantly different from those occurring in the 
boats of burning sodium, tho corresponding penetration times will bo affected.
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SECT! ON A-A X 7 VIEW OF CUT OUT X 2

(a) (b)

F IG .  I C A T A S T R O P H IC  C O R R O S IO N  A FTER  A SO D IU M  LEAK  

O N  THE F E.T.T R T EST  S E C T I O N  IN R E.L.



SJAJNLESS s t e e l  BOATS USED

e x p e r im e n t s

BURNING



I 6

FIG. 3 DIAGRAMMATIC SKETCH O f  H O T P L A T E



©  BOAT CONTAIN ING  BURN ING  SODIUM AT 6 5 © f,C

A  AS ABOVE WITH ADDED 5TILUTE

CD AS ABOVE WITH ADDED R O C K S IU .

FtC 4. GRAPH SHOW ING  IN C R EA S IN G  wt L O S S  W*TH



PERIPHERAL REGION

SODIUM 18-5 cm*

FIG 5. APPEARANCE OF 75g  BOAT AFTER TEST 3 (TABLE H )

SHOW ING PERIPHERAL ATTACK BY BURNING SODIUM



FIG. 6 FINAL APPEARAN CE OF LAGGED PIPE SPECIMEN 

SHOWING TIDE MARK AROUND AREA IN CONTACT  WITH

L IQ U ID  SODIUM

A



FIG. 7. ENH A NC ED  CO RRO S IO N  AT THE EDGE OF 

THE SODIUM CONTAM INATED  AREA IN FIG . 6.



SOPtUM ATTACK ON
:STAfWl.gis:S--»syi/El>:

SECTIONS ACROSS AREA
,OC-$;EVgBfc /"ATTACK. ,/. '

SECTION ACROSS ABBA 
OF LEAST ATTACK



!• RE CT A NG UL A R  ( a x e s  in r a t i o  o f  2 s )

2 - 5  p

(«f F»C I©)

A R E A  2-Sf

2_____TRIANGULAR ( i n c l u d e d  a n g l e  o f  tso°) ( « §  P t «  a)

AREA s/3 pP

3 SEMI -C IR C U L A R ( « «  F IG I O )

4 RECTANGULAR  ( w i t h  s m a l l  & c o n s t a n t  w id th  w )

AR EA  a  « f

P I C  9 E X A M P L E S  OF C O R R O S I O N  PROFILES



ENLARGEMENT OF FIG 1 a SHOWING THE OCCURRENCE

Of DIFFERENT TYPES OF CORRO SIO N  PROFILES





D. F .R . Liquid Metal Leaks -  Case Histories

Liquid Metal Leaks from  No. 7 Secondary
and No. 3 Thermal Syphon Circuits

No. 7 Secondary L .M , C ircuit 

Discovery of Leakage

During the 1st shift o f Friday, 29th July 1966, a liquid metal leak alarm was 
initiated by the detector m No. 7/8 secondary heat exchanger cubicle. A check 
un the insulation resistance to earth o f the leak detector probe was reported 
to show a low value (130 ohms). A visual inspection of the cubicle interior through 
small holes in the lower side screens gave no indication o f liquid metal leakage.
The leak detector was repaired and replaced. On the following day a further 
alarm was given by the same detector. It was again checked, and as before, 
found to have a low insulation resistance. On rem oval from  the cubicle it was 
noted that the probe was- contaminated with small amounts o f grey  crusty deposit.
A prelim inary analysis ot tho substance indicated strong alkalinity and sodium 
content. At this time there was still no evidence o f severe coolant leakage. 
Variation in readings of tho expansion tank level were inconclusive over a short 
term but when later these were plotted over a three month period a definite 
trend was established. F ig  1 shows the total fall in level o f 2. 6 inches at steady 
temperature, which is, equivalent to 150 lbs ot NaK.

After the discovery of deposit on the leak detector, two cubicle heaters were
disconnected and removed to allow a w ider view o f the interior. Occasional 
spurts of ilame in the i atch tray were then noticed together with an accumulation
of oxidized NaK, confirming the existence o f a leak from  No. 7 heat exchanger.

Subsequent Action and Clean-Up Operation

With the confirmation ot a failure, No. 7 steam raising unit was immediately 
taken o ff load anti the secondary circu it liquid metal was dumped after some delay 
c aused by blockades in the dump lines. An increase in the amount o f burning NaK 
in the cubicle as the unit cooled down was controlled by Argon injection. To 
permit Surther acu 'ss to the cubicle, No, 8 secondary circu it was also dumped. 
When the leakage had ceased and all fire  extinguished, the lower insulation screens 
ot th» cubicle were removed and the extent of the clean up operation could be 
at-soused.

Ftg 2 ->mn\ the build up ot NaK oxides in the cubicle catch tray and around fee 
liquid meUtI inlet header ot No. 8 circuit. The colour of this mass was mainly 
grev but «»m e blue and green areas were prominent. F ig  3 shows the area of 
oxide surrounding the tubes nests o f the superheater where the failure had 
obviously occurred.

On the 4th August the decision was made to shut down the reactor in view o f the 
major repair uork necessary involving a complete breach of the secondary 
containment.
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The clean up operation was then organised with the work continuing on a shift 
basis. Although the large mass of oxide seemed stable, the risk  o f pockets 
o f explosive compounds could not be excluded. Appropriate personnel protection
and precautions against the spread o f caustic contamination were instituted, A 
controlled working area was set up at the sphere side of the heat exchanger
cubicle. The radioactivity level in the oxide was not in excess o f 2 mR/hr. The 
initial procedure was to cut away the bard crud in large pieces using long hand 
tools from outside the cubicle. This was followed by steam hosing and washing, 
the resulting caustic .solution being contained In the cubicle base tank, from  where 
disposal a a chemical effluent was quickly arranged.

Damage and Repairs

As the clean up preceded the damage and necessary repairs could be Investigated.
The first three banks of No. 7 superheater had all been extensively attacked by
the corros ive compounds formed by the NaK. Copper bonding had been corroded 
down to the stainless steel tube in places, accounting fo r the coloured areas in the 
oxide mas*?. The position o f a major leak path in one o f the tubes of the third 
bank of superheater was identified. (See F ig  4). A lso No. 8 circu it liquid metal 
inlet header below the leaking superheater had been severe ly  corroded. (See fig  5).

The repaii' work commenced by removing both the upper and lower tube nests of 
the three damaged banks of No. T superheater. The liquid metal pipes were cut 
at each vertical run and the steam pipes were uncoupled at the header flanges 
and cut at the return loops. The separate nests could then be drawn from the 
cubicle. Expanding rubber bungs were fitted in the ends o f the liquid metal pipes 
to retain an Argon blanket in the circuit. Jointed blanks were bolted to the steam 
header flanges to close up the superheater. Tw elve straight jumper pipes were 
then made up and fitted with seal weld flanges. These were welded in position 
as shown in Fig <> after removal o f the bungs. All welds were radiographed and 
subsequently leak tested under 50 psi. argon gas pressure in the circuit.

In view uf the damage to No. 8 circuit, a section of the inlet header about 2 ft 
long was also cut out. This was replaced by a new piece using seal weld flanges 

before. The completed repair is shown in F ig. 7. More caue had to be taken 
in this case to limit the ingress of air to the circuit because of the large diam eter 
o f pipe. < sitting o f the pipe and sitting o f the new spool p iece weie therefore carried 
out inside a transparent glove bag taped round the pipe at each end. Bungs were 
again used during weld preparation and installation o f the outer flanges. Radiography 
and leak testing were conducted as for No. 7 circuit. In all, 72 welds were 
required for the repair to No. 7 circuit and 8 welds for No. 8 header.

M etallurgicai Investigations

In order to establish the cause o f the failure and study the effects of the resulting 
damage, the removed sections of both circuits were cleaned and sent fo r 
metallurgical examination. The results o f these examinations w ere that the 
initial failure occurred as the result o f cracks being present, in the bore of one 
• il the Iiijuxci metal tubes in No. o bank o f the superheater, these cracks being 
formed during manufacture. The NaK coolant was contained by the copper 
bonding bra/e metal until the inevitable leak path had been established to meet a 
lamination void. A lter this the major failure developed by external attack of the 
same tube and an adjacent tube in the same nest.
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flo. 3 Thermal Syphon Circuit 

Discovery of LoaKago snd Act loos Taken

11. At about 17, SO on Friday, 5th August 1^66, It was observed that burning N a K  
w a s  falling from one of the external thermal syphon circuit pipes between the 
sphere and the element storage building (E.b, B ,), there pipes being aoout 80 ft above 
ground level. The reactor wna already shut down at this time for the work on
Nob. 7 and 8 secondary liquid metal circuits. All fee thermal syphon circuits 
wore therefore immochateiy depressurized. S o m e  scaffolding was already 
erected in the area but this required fragmenting before closer investigation 
was possible. The Flrp R^f^ide f’slled to deal with the small fires during 
subsequent operations. The approximate position of the leak was Identified at 
about 4 ft 6 ins from the sphere wait bracket in the lower pipe of No, 3 circuit 
and this circuit was duly dumpud.

12. A considerable amount of tho eutectic N a K  was held inside the pipe lagging and 
further fires resulted as this was removed. A working area was set up ins* dc 
the E. S. B, nfter breaking through the thin waJi so that exposure of the pipe 
could be taeklcd from a sale position. Fig, 8 shows the affected section of the 
pipe from below after removal of the lagging. Some lagging and its protect*ve 
sheath were also removed from tho adjacent No, 4 circuit to check the condl t‘on 
of this pipe. No NaK oxides were found but the lagging was very wet and wa** 
therefore renewed. After clean up, hair line cracks could be detected on fee 
underside of No. 3 pipe and it was confirmed that a leakage path existed through 
the wali thickness by applying an internal gas pressure of 2 psig.

Kemedial Action

13. A  section of the failed pipe about 18 ins long was cut out and renewed using seat 
weld flanges as in No. 8 secondary circust. Radiography and leak testing proved 
tho integrity of tho repair. A jig was required to ensure accurate alignment during 
weld preparation. After decontamination, the removed section was sent for 
metallurgical examination to establish the cause of failure. The circuit was 
purged and refilled before reactor start-up on the 14th August.

Metallurgical Investigations

14. After fxaroination, tho conclusion reached on this failure was that the cracks in 
the pipe were tho result of stress corrosion in tho stainless ‘steel which had been 
initiated externally due to tho poor atmospheric conditions. The wet state of the 
lagging when removed from No. 4 circuit indicated that tho corrosive compounJs 
formed from sea water could be held at the pipe surface for long periods.

G fllagden
Submitted by K Hargreaves

PFR Operations Group
February 1971 

f

United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority Dounreay Experimental Reactor Establishment 
Thurso 
Caithness
Scotland _ o _
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FIG . 2 -  NaK OXIDES AROUND No. 8  CIRCUIT LIQUID METAL INLET PIPE



FIG, 3 -  SUBERHEATER TUBE BANKS IN VICINITY OF FAILURE



F K .  4  -  POSITION OF MAJOR LEAK



HG. 5 - LXlfclMAL CORROSION 
OF No. 8 L.M. INLLT PIPE



FIG. 6 ~ JUMPER PIPES IN 
No. 7 SUPERHEATER



REPAIR TO No. 8 INLET PIPE



FIG . 8 -  GENERAL VIEW OF No. 3 THERMAL SYPHON CIRCUIT FAILURE





VISIBILITY II SOBTDK M ®
BY

G W HUGHES 
I 1 ANDERSON

Health Physios and Safety Section* R isley and Culoheth

SIMWRY

The appearance of sodium fume of unknown concentration and the effects o f 
short term exposure on unprotected workers Is  described.
The molecular extinction coe ffic ien t o f sodium fume is  calculated from white 
light transmission data, and a rapid method fo r  the estimation o f tho fame 
concentration is  proposed#
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INTRODUCTION

1.1. In contingency planning for emergency situations involving 
burning sodium metal, the lim iting concentration o f sofliiam ©3d.de and 
derivatives ia air at which remedial yerk is  possible w il l  not be ths 
inhalation hazard {'.) as effective* respiratory protection of workers is 
possible. Bocause o f the danse fume evolved there will however, be a 
limiting concentration beyond whicA work cannot be clono (o r at least will 
be seriously hampered) due to reduction in visibility.

1.2. In extreme cases the location of the sodium fire within a 
containment rnay not be obvious due to this blanketing e ffe c t , and worker©
may not ba able to find their way to essential control valves. If the 
projected emergency involved emission of fume of such a density, pre 
■planning might involve the provision of installed guide lines to key 
points for operators, and infra red fire locators fo r  f ir e  crews.

1„ j .  The experiments described were made to determine at what level 
of sodium fume in air such Erasures might be necessary a® a guide to 
designers and managers involved in emergency planning. At the saae time 
the opportunity was taken to mskn subjective observations of the appearance 
of sodium fume of known concentration .nd to determine the concentration 
at which m  exposed worker w il l  first feel acute discomfort. This 
information is  also of value in assessing the o ffs e t of large sodium f ir e s  
on population resident near the sit" o f the f i r e .

I ' f l S T H O D

2. '«. An unventilated but not air tight room (301 x 20* sc 12’) was 
equipped as shown in Figure 1= At the start o f each, experiment the beam 
from the Lucas spot lamp was trained fu lly  on to the linear response 
photo electric cell situated at the other end o f the room. The variable 
resictance in the galvonometer c ircu it was then, set at f a l l  scale 
deflection (IQ = It “ 1 )• Whon consbanb condi'cions were obtained the 
circulating fan was started and about 200 grams o f sodium metal ign ited 
in a light screened ferry with the aid o f ethyl alcohol.

2.2. As the evolved fume© diffused through the room and through the
light beam, reduced output from the photo e lec tr ic  c e l l  was observed. I t  
convenient points on the galeonoraetsr scale, when the rate o f fume build 
up was slow end steady, the aerosol sampler was started to draw air 
through the Dreschel bottles , Each Drenchel bottle  contained 50 crn̂  of
N/250 R^Soh, and sir was drawn through at 10 litres/mifi. I t  was
necessary to discard a number o f s.JMples due to uneven burning of the
sodium metal causing a large change in  lig h t transmission during tho one
minute sample period.

2.3. At the end of each experiment, the Droschel bottles were 
recovered and the weight of sodium oxide absorbed expressed as sodium
hydroxide, determined by back t itra tio n  vixth N/250 HaoH using Brest© 
cresol-purple as indicator.

Z .k . In one experiment a volunteer subject remained in the room 
after the sodium metal was ignited carrying out s simple mechanical 
assembly task. Before serious discomfort vas experienced the subject left 
the room. During his stay in  the room on integrated nasal dose was 
obtained from a continuously running sampler and a peak concentration fpom
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a '» aixiut® sample as the.subject commenced to leavs the room. Th±a 
experiment was made tm&er medical supervision.
RESULTS

3.T. Hie results obtained are presented in tabular and graphical 
form in Tables 1 rjid 2 end Figure 2.
DISCUSSION

*f.1. The results obtained ahow that white light is absorbed by 
aodiura fume exponentially as the concentration of the sodiusa fume 
increases arithmetically. Thus the r.bsorption o f  white l ig h t  in sodium 
fume fellows the Beer - Lambert; Law (2)

,  lo ,

®10 It “ e c d
Where d a light path length in ems. and 10 
and It = the received and transmitted 
ligh^ intensities resp ective ly  c »  
concentration in  gras molc/litre end e is 
called the molecular extinction coefficient.

4.2. Use of this equrtion ana the mnrj?ured value of c quoted could 
be used as the bosis of the design of -"in loetru’nent suitable fo r  the 
rapid or continuous measurement of sodium S'}mo coaoenfcrations In air®
The sencitivity of such an inetruraent would *>*e an creased by compressing 
the sample a known amount before measuring the ligat trramt&aicn thm 
effectively increasing c and Allowing d to he kept to a aijiisua, Sueh 
an instrunent would be of value in an emergency release of sodium t’rno, 
since by knowing the pe&k axial concentration of the plrno, opplica’d.on 
of Pcjj ûills equation and criteria (in cry nomograph form) would allow
a very rapid estimate of the distance downwind that the concentration will 
be below say 2 mgs/ro3.

4.3. Short term exposure of unprotected workers up to kQ rag/m3 JfaoH 
in ear is unlikely to result in any serious discomfort. Afc about 100 ag/te?
exposure of unprotected workers will p.-ooably result in serious 
discomfort which will certainly cruse Ihcu to ccasider thr-ir own 
survival before any work task,

K,k* Fabric soaked in vinegar and held over the mouth and nose will
afford boos protection sad comfort to an unprotected population while 
evacuation procedures are being followed.
AmowiaaEMSSTS

5.1. Sub officer W. Beat nrrnaged tho sodium fires and appropriate 
safety precautions® Monitor J. Nlcholnon helped with the sampling o f  the 
sodium fume. Mr. S. Q. Wilson was subject C.



TABLE 1

a m m n m m m
mg/naoS/wP APPEARANCE EFFECT ON B E  W^BOTECTED W0BX3S

At® 0IHS3 GB&3BVATI(FS ~t

2 - 10 fenuouc white mist Charecteristic odour, Slight watering of eyes 
nose after iabrl<tion for five minutes.

(Subject A )

. * .-35 la poor dry3j#ght (10 lieieas/s^ foct) a double door at 
30* Fcnge was "©t el«arly *i sible. The 50 watt spot 
laap v ,.*3 visible "nd rp_ieared to be shining through 
v fairly ebick winter £og.

See Append-5x 1»

(Subject 0)

~ 80 Cbjects up to 15' clearly .isible cad other objects cs 
shapes up to 20’ away* Door not visible. 50 writ
light scarce c-till clear es a white light.

S^tra-isd I-5 lit of »;!iai t tera unprotected exposure.

2̂0 Objects at 5* ""idible r>s shapes only yO laap 
efcvioualy dinmsd.

So ted the fc visibility i%icved yfien the s^ot leap 
was switched off,

~ 180 Large object Ft 15* just viable. 50 w«*tt leap now 
very dull red/jeVLoM colour.

3 minute cxposare of eyg& (a.eoMaatc.l)' without 
iuhelation i ecalted in slight irritation (priekiag 
sad #«efcii;g sensation) lesting for 2% hours.

......... I
(Subject B)
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A. t-uc&s RM£ STS SJ»b lamp wslfi 12V. batter^ anct Generator.

B. Tra^ o f  kurmn<j Sodium.

C. DnsscViet botllcs connected lo  Aerosol sampler. EaeK Lotlfe eorsiaimfxj 5 3 cm* n/z% o H2S0^ .
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A E & a & U .
l ^ osure of Subject C

In this experiment a ana,wearing chemical goggles was left in tie 
rocw with about '200 greats of sodium, otete.l burning. Qvagr in soaeentystioa 
of sodium in air was followed by light c.bsorbtion end tfoo mams' subjective 
reactions recorded via po.ck set radio. In order to simulrvcp work the 
subject attempted to disassemble a 10” heavy duty pips fl-in, ;e while la the 
room. Totol nr a d  dose (the volunteer was instructed t© n'trn breathe) was 
estimated by a ampler running for tho period lie was expo^d aad the peak 
concentration on withdrawal confirmed by a owe minute sanplo.

Dr.
The experiment was mode under the medical Supervision o' 
W. H. Elder.

CONCENTRATION 
(mg NcoH/iV)

J mg/m''

9 mg/a-y 

1y mg/m'J 

25 mg/o^

35 mg/râ

OBSERVATIONS HADE SI SIIBJECf

No hrze, just beginning to smell sodium fume* Slight pricking 
behind eye lids. Chemical goggles put on at this point;.
Slight hree in bean of light, mere conscious of heat fron 
still burning ethyl alcohol thru of sodium fame®
Sodium burning vigour oudy.
Slight discomfort in eyes.

Work still easily possible®

Slight prickling sensation in upper nassl pascc-ge. Irritation 
not severe. Caprble of work, quite comfortable provided it 
dooe not get ojay worse*.
Capable of work and prepared to stay longer* Jfcnrih breathing 
induced coughing. Subject reported that h@ ceuid arobably to?® 
worked for a few minutes at e such higher coac ontjvtion  about 
100 mg/W.

Experiment terminated on advice of Sr» llci»r 
Exposure time 11 mins#
Total nusa.1 doce (assuming subject breathed in £00 
litre,- of rir) ~ 5*3 rag WaoH.

At the end of the experiment the Subject breathed the 
vapour fro® acetic acid (10^ w/w g la c ia l a ce tic  acid i s  water) 
And reported c relief o f such minor discomfort r.e lift had.



Appendix 2 -  Nature Mote
During the preliminary setting up experiments nest building activity wns 

noticed in the room, in a ventilator and a broksn light fitting. Fo acvion 
was taken as it was considered that the tuausual movement and noise in th/s 
building would persuade the birds to raovo on. ©vis was not the ccse s»e both,
hens (a sparrow and thrush) laid clutches of eggs.

Experiments continued tho while the hena obligingly leaving the room and 
the nests unattended when we wore in occupation. During this period at 
six sodium fires were started and on one occasion the room was filled to 
ceiling height with high expansion form completely covering the nenr,®.

Immediately before the penultimate experiment in the series, it wn© 
observed that both clutches of eggs had hr’tchod out. Advice was sought from 
the R.3.P.C,A. who warned us of the provisions end penalties in the Wild Birf’.o 
Protection Act. Under the circumstances however vie were advised it wan reasonable 
to carefully move the nests and replace them at the end of each experiment, la
the evert one nest u&s not moveable and was covered up with P.V.C. alaeet and
masking tape.

Both hens are still with their chicks who appear little harmed fey what 
must have been a unique experience for birds so young.
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THE USE OF HIGH EXPANSION FOAS* IN

THE CONTROL OF SDDIUfd AMD OTHER FUfflES

by

G W Hughs®,
Health Physics and Safety Section, Risley

SUMMARY
The use of high expansion air foam for removing sodium 
fuine and airborna radioactivity is discussed.
Experiments are described which indicate that e high rat 
of removal of air contamination can bs sxoected by 
encapsulation in s high expansion fmrn of low stability.
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INTRODUCTION

1.1 Fmm« wile by aerating bqu©ou0 aoiution# of surfaea mttm  sfwts fosws 
been used foe flm  fighting fee many yoavs* The expansion w ile  sf tbma 
foams, that is la aav the w tloi

Volume of primary aqueous solution mmi

usually fe ll in the rang® 30 -  100« In th® £®t® 1950*8 high tmm
was developed at the Safety in Kimm Reesereh establishment tm  /IfMlfSi 
fires in mines*. Thess high expansion fm m  cliffssm$ f tm  »,f» Itm
and medium expansion ratio fearns previously produced in that ttm m *,n prjffc 
of the energy required to over coma th© sorfac® tension of turn mt*, « »  
derived from somo type of roaehenical a ir  iifspatles5,
1.2 There ara various inethoas of prouucincv, high exoanajLoii foam which 
jre su fficiaiti y uocuiisnteu. f.uch of th® sr̂ ri(j»»ait. is commercially
. 'vwilobtej but l i  th is ''optircatio.! Fans-ara usually already mmlteblB 
with coigenue i,t ''Pductio>-»®f-cost.

1.3 A typical, configuration of e high oxpanaion tmm fcnemtes' is atnwn
in figure 1® The generator used in th® experiments dm m ’lm d was ths ffiSA 
1000, in this generator a ir  Is dream through a 1 ft 7 in. diawstse erawiut 
at ©bout 1000 cfm and mixed with th® aqueous solution sf m tfm m  ae ilw  SQfeftt 
fed at the rat® of 6-10 gallons/minute dotsnstream f t m  m  upan mmvm esfetws
fabric net covering the outlet of the ennulua. fmm is faffiaad m  II* ftsfe 
and displaced off it by incoming a ir.

1.4 If the sir drawn into the generator contains e gas or %lw» Q89 
molecules or aerosol particles will be incorporated late Iha tmm toteis®®
Inside the bubble thess mill diffusa te tha insida liquid Its t m
eurfaces depending upon the chemical nature of the diffusing .? m t
the ionic apeei&s present in th® bubble sutfaea# m lm t i m  m  m  mi/m i 
reaction way taka place. when the foam collopaee the m&mttm? re
particulates remain tsith the col lapsed aqueous bubble m tfn c m  ,‘,i‘rs5in§ o 
sludge which can easily be mopped up.

1.5 For the process to to effective it i® necessary for Ite fsll«■«!«§ 
requirement® to tie mat. These aras

i The gas or perticuiato it ia desired to m m m  f t m  th®
entrained air should haw© n chemical os jshyairal a ff in ity  for tf» 
material of the bubble surface.

ii The total internal bubble surface area fwailcbls far rmctioft
to take place on should be m  iargs as possible* and

iii The bubble aurfae® must remain intact far a m t f l e t m t l y  long 
period for th® diffusion and ^beor-ption ptm m ® to tok# place*

1.6 In the efts® of high expansion air form® pre&msd few solutions 
of surface active agents, th® chemical reactivity of It* buttols safFeef m n  
be modified by the addition ef ©pacific egarsts# fep m&®pln$ to
say, bromine or iodine into non-volaillo i» » 9 sodium w  p&hnmim  
thioaulphata or potAsaigm iodide m n fee dissolvee in Ilia p g im ^ ; nmf&m  
active solution. SuteeqysRt cl@an*»up sftet fes»< fme bP^n immi t-s 
encapaulete tha products frsra* say , a fis*e in m lv h r j 'fi-eii# *  .wlsl



may be facilitated by the addition of chelating agents such 88 EDTA or
DPTA To provide a margin of safety the primstry solution should contein
mere modifying additive than would be requited atolcbiomstj?ica11y to 
absorb th® expscied amount of toxic or active material* Preliriif«”t» 
experiments have indicated that tbs solutions of autfeea active ayrot”? 
commonly eons idemt for this sort of application are tolerant le %n*i 
presence of BGcanmty Ionic species in the concentrations need*? m*l 
their effect on the efficiency ©f foam production is neg.liql.ble®
1.7 The total internal bubble surface area available from a given weiuiwt
of primary surfaca active solution depends on the wall thickness ef tho 
bubbles formed. Methods of controlling these factors oro not as yet 
fully understood and the determining Factor is mors J ikoly tbs ehatnieel 
nature of the surface active agent end its concentration than tha mathad 
of (taking tha foam. However» « rang® of surface active agents ere e*vari
able which will consistently produce foatira hewing a bubble size ef &«2 em 
diameter and an expansion ratio of ”'1000, The surfrac® area avails in 
1 tP of such a foam taking the internal surface srsa of a i cm dlestetar 
bubble of volyms ,s'0.5 cm^ as ~3 cm^ is ~2 x 3 * 10e * ~i » JÔ

1.8 By appropriate choice of surface active agent, with end tuithoyi 
stabilisers* foams can be made which will exist* maintaining tf-ue f̂ rcja 
surface arm per unit volume for periods from 20 minutes to 20 hm r^ , 
Silverman at al In the USA (1*2) have used stable fmmu based m  
stabilised ether lauryl sulphate which havo durations of the ordpr of 20 
hours to absorb iodine and the preducts of tha oxldatisn of uranium ttsikh 
considerable success. Application of tha formula derived by F«elw l Z ) t 
however. Indicates that for bobbles in th® ranga 1-5 c m  dinuefcri* t 'w  
rate of transport of particuiefco sacrosa the intern's! bubble m lm ^  is s? 
the order of seconds, end that a stable foara is not necossary f'or 8 tlfh 
rate of absorption provided the previously discussed criteria ate tier,, In 
a practical situation where tha activity or toxic fuma arising f?® u firs 
or nuclear incident hag been encapsulated usInq tte roclrculato?y 
described by Wilson (4) th© u*se of a foam which has juat sufficient st®hi„Itf 
for the absorption process to take placa, and then dneay t& a slatiqo*, r»s 
considerable advantage over a stable fcrm which m ill persist far many
Whara a stable foem is used* ra-entry teams would eithar havs to 
surrounded by foam with attendant compl cations ef poo? v^ibtliiy, snctf 
in the case of sctiv« material , high s * ",a rentes t« "J t  rnrm^l m
the activity containing foara broke on their protective clothing o* unit 
up to 24 hours for the foam to decay, or consider the m s o** e fmm Sxistk® 
ing spray. In many nuclear situations the iati&r alternative could nnr, fee 
conaidersd because of the pres once or sodium of fissils material. If, 
however,, a short duration foam eare as effective as tha fuclw formula 
suggests, all the advantages of encapsulation aouJd ta realised mithmt 
the associated disadvantages of successive durabilifcy*
1.9 Experimental work at Rislsy by the author has shoum that high 
expansion air foams can b® mada with the WSA 1000 generator rod Shell® 
Wonidet P4Q (octyl phenol ethylene oxide condensate) as tha surfees ssfciv® 
agent which, by comparison siith lauryl sulphate-type fea®«t» « s  voBy 
unstable. Despite their comparative instability ftolf ilft$ IS
this type of ?*>« has excellent properties from fete fire-fIghting m lr t  
of view having good flame knoek-dotm characteristics,, The prssiM.ia.ty of 
using the unstable high expansion air tmm md& from this nut̂ t r*j e ,cjvq 
agent os an encapsulating/absorption agent for the fuma arising im" 
freely burning sodium and for a -radinactivo m rm o l haa fharsfo/e j'wvi 
explores.



THE USE OF HIGH EXPANSION AIR FOAft TO CONTROL SODIUM FUlflE
2.1 On plant containing large quantities of sodium metal and sodium metal 
alloys the possibility and consequences of tuptur® of the prifflasy contain
ment end rsiease of 'sodium must always be considered. Whets tbs sodium la 
released et or above its ignition point it sill burn out at th*:- "t, I b of 
about 0.4 lb/ft^ of exposed surface/min. At temperatures beiou iv s 
ignition point, ignition may be induced by contact with wrafeor* - Bamntflnq 
on conditions it is anticipatec. that up to 30? of the burnt sotfiun 
become airborne (8). The airborne oxidation products which appear ss a 
dense white fume are initially chemically, aerosol si?ed particle.-: sr? 
sodium oxide with soma sodium peroxide. Hydration to sodium hydrfixl.de
and car bona t ion to sodium carbonate can ba expected to occur on 'ir>e surface 
of the particles by rsection with atmospheric moisture and carbon dioxifte*

2.2 This fume is not of high toxicity (Saxe quotes an MAC of 2 mgs/m^ for 
NaOH) and it presents mors of a nuisance than a toxic hazard. Because of 
its dense white character, however, n release of such clearly visible fumo 
in a location visible to tha general public can cause s public raletionp 
problem. Consideration has been given to the use of impinging grater jets 
above a building from which fumo is issuing to carry it down, but no 
experiments have boen done to indicate the degree of wssb out and it tsould 
be a bold man who arranged such a procedure in the v ic in ity  of mnJor spills 
of sodium metal.

2.3 Closer in to the seat of the fire the dense white fumos can be
expected to hamper the efforts of remedial workers. With this in mind 
buildings in which sodium metal is mad are often supplied with special 
ventilators to vent the fume* such devices may aggravate both sbft flee end 
the potential public relations problems.

2.4 Some fume control system tahich increases visibility at the seat of 
the fire yet does not make the fire more conspicuous at o distenco tbsre** 
fore may be of interest.

2.5 The effectiveness of the principles of exhausting sodium fuse from a 
building containing burning sodium through th© foam generating m&c,hin» 
and encapsulating the exhauster sodium fumo in feim was *»raminec!« In 
these experiment due to the difficulty moaaur. i g sodium concentre felons 
in air and because the important effect is to judge whather or not the 
situation both inside end outside the building appears batter to an 
observer after encapsulation, quantitative msasurafranis r*f sodium concen
trations in air user a not made.

2.6 The foam generator was set up as shown disgra frenetically in Figure 2»
in a derelict single storey building (30 ft * 20 ft x i? ft) used for fire
tests* thag.m&r?vtoroutlet to the disposal bin can ba seen In photograph 3» 
Two 10-lb portions of scrap sodium metal in metal trays users placed 'in tha
centre of the tsst room and with the aid of magnesium t-lbhan and athyl
alcohol flaming combustion started. Five minutes afto? •*,ho sodium m&feai 
was well slight* sodium fume m e pouring out of the windows of the test 
building (photograph 1) end the visibility inside tho Building w s  very 
limited* the yeiiotu glow of the burning apdium metal isi t'to nearer tray 
being just visible from the doorway. At this point the flaw 0? prirea?y 
solution was started and the foam generator switched or. within 30 
seconds the efflux of fume from the building m s  such reduced and within 
one minute negligible fume was escaping (photograph 2). Thors m s 03 
visible fume associated with ths ejected foam and eiospifcn the rapid 
bfeefediBwn of the foam, fume was not liberated 59 tho ou‘3bles bi*„*kQ 
(photograph 3), indicating absorption into the aqueous phase he-* been 
vary affective. ,
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2.1 As a method of judging what fraction of the sodium fune draw Into 
the generator was absorbed by simple m in t wash out in the previous 
experiment* ths sxppr intent was repaat*id using mains aster n& tho pyisnryv 
feed. These conditions mote a simulation of tb s conditions esbieb anui'f 
prevail if a simple water sprey worn fitted eerosss tho outlet of Ino 
exhaust duct f t m  a building aanorating sodium fuete* Sodium fume peu^ra 
out of the generator outlet ant? ashiJot ooma fume must hcwet boon afeaorSapd 
the process was obviously inafficisnt compared with the foen encapsulation 
procedure Operated previously* Fm* n umtcn spray to haws a forafvareblo 
efficiency to the foam encapsulation process a vary sophisticated cJoslgn 
would be necessary.

2.9 For a process such as has been described to ba effecttwo It io 
apparent that the output of the exhaustion fan must b« sufficient Ui na in
to ir a flight negative pressure in tho buiJcjfnq sufficient to everoomo 
bark diffusion effects. To do this the exhaustion fan mo&i havf* sjfficisnt 
capacity to overcome building inlcsaksaqe and tho total rjas volums increase 
due to thermal and chemical affects in the f iro„ In the sxpprimeni- des
cribed the 1000 ofm outout of the MSA iOQQ g on orator was Bufficie to do 
this in a deroiicfc building with many structural faulfcn, ond whilst t.bout 
6 ft* of sodium metal was flaming. Seale up to a reacfedr-tyoo cc*^ a-indent 
should therefore) be fensIbis, Since sotfiuu Turn was nob ofatorvod t buwo 
the surface of the foam as it decayed,, ths reaidanee time t,f ths ’umr 
within each bubbij must have been sufficient for transport or ino 
encapsulated fume to the interned bubble wall and for riubsequnn'; ab^cvp- 
tion to hava occurred.

THE USE OF HIGH EXPANSION AIH rOAW TO REWOVE AIRBORNE hADIOA^TIV!TY 

(ALKALI AND BURNING ALKALINE EARTH METALS ABSff»')

3.1 In this technique the foam generator is set up so that tho foam 
produced, containing the encapsulated radioactive or toxic rator ’nl, to 
discharged beck into ths containment that tha nir used in tho lean [srorfuc- 
tion came from (Figure 3), In thd sxoarifnonts described fcjvn prrduafciw 
was stopped when the room was full of foam to coiling height. Ai z m  inlet 
to the generator m e set soma 3 bo 4 ft halow cciiing hoiqhs^ this nasnt 
that for the last fem minutes of fosm production the machino was ferine
on a mixture of air and second pass foam. At tho nominal prints cion r%t>s 
of 1000 cfm with this effect, and foam doer \ f'ur i ty ■- rcducti r f t clnut I*J 
minutes were required to fill the room® During this period nboui il  ̂
gallons of 6? Nonidet P40 primary food isauad to produco a cm it 7i'00 ft^ 
of foam at an expanslore ratio of about 750*1,

3.2 Calibrated typo SCI e fr  samplers fit te d  with gla«?i filter pcpore
wore set up in ths room as shown in Figure 3® Unlikn tho Silwot'pnp axperi- 
menta foam breakers isare not fitted over ths inlsts to the t tt r m  ssith
the use o f an unstable foam tha interest lay in tho cancan sr'st Lu • r?
radioactivity/unit volume of a ir  before foam production and, feera
production, after the foam produced ted decayed. Ogspsro aftn* «*<* iniinrj 
were quickly transferred |o a Penax Data sc in tilla tion  heed vĵn -’>rwniJ. 
1000 series counting -equipment standardised against an Srqg ruv-'zr, awl 
countsd.
3.3 An aerosol pack intended for emn’l-scalo paint nprsyIrq m*?*- by 
Humbrol taaa fount! to be a cheap and convenient moans of prot’uc n~ a ffns 
mist of an aquoous solution. Tho removehio giass paint rsrret «•/, rns*
plastic trigger value end spray haad snors found io bo Rasy J -'t „, r f» 
note after use.



3.4 Whilst icJaslly i t would have been desirable to have produced sir 
contamination from nuclides having similar chamica/phyaloo ptopwi'.es
to those for which the system mrsy be U80d# say mixed fission product-:9 
this m s not possible on an assenttally ^inseiive" site in a buL'rJn 
which ted to bo left free Prom contamination at the and of fehs ?y n'>  
merits. Inactive iodine won considered to simulate jlSl^ out chemt 
determinations of iodine in air at th© navels of significance o? $ • ’ 
in air otero corsiciercd Impracticabls. Patesslum 42 as an aquaoyp 
solution of vCl was chosen as if o nuclide to produce tlw air cont'smf.t*,ra
tion. This nuclide (Pnia 70s Wl/? 30“! l.g m£V) has a low toxtef*y 
(mPC40 f’ir a 2 x 10“® uct/cm**) and its half life (12 hours) whilst bsing 
long enouoh to nako tho docay corrsction small compered sailh other** errors 
for observed counts spaced hot wean pwlotle of up to an hour* ta short 
enough to make woakiy test run3 possible without decontamination botwefm 
tuns. I t  was aopreciated that the hiqh so lu b ility  of KCJ In aatar meant 
that soJvation of KCJ at th« Internal bubble sa il would probably be e 
nuch faster mechanism thon rrecrion betwoan a thlosulphato joadod buobla 
snail nrtd nlamentat iodine. Desp Ltf these disadvantages it ass decided to 
proceed hoping to domonstrate fcitat absorption of tha aerosol KC1 within 
the bubble m o  ‘'p-ster than when tho aerosol was simply contacted with 
umter without surface active agent in the foam generator®

3.E> The experiments made fall into 3 groups?

i Injection of K^Cl Into the test room and measurement of rets
of fraii-oui without foam product ion and without tho ganerwte" running®

ii Injection of K^Cl tntn tho tost room and eoerntio*' ";be 
qencratox on water only.

iii Injection of K4^CI into tho test room follower! by foair produc
tion, and meaouroment of t'^idual activity In sir oftfr fô it tiaktiown •

In each case about 1m Cl of K ^C l solution as suopiled by Amorsha^ mm
p̂reyect Into the room in a standard manner to that the irsi’iiol a „*» r̂ jnfe
was approxiwaleJy the same in *11 cares. Appropriate pi*ocnufcloop w '
taken to prevent conlaminat ion of por&onnnl ond on air sampler was f 
100 yards down wind tu detort isakaqe from tha ouildl-io, >'s significant 
down wind sir activity was fount and tho conventional parsrrnal rontsfrlpe-
tion control proue<- urs„- uraro found to Lr effeotivt.

Rf SUITS A^D COMCt USID^S

4.1 Appendix I presents the results obtained in 3 typical oxperimonts.
Figure 4 shows graphically hoia tha rata of removal ar K1 Cl earosole  
produced in the manner cteocribed io alfcorod by simple le ft 's amah c f fcha 
aerosol containing a i r ,  by passage through the foam gene* >t e r» r.nd by the
same process with a eurface activfl agent (foam eneaptiJ’ >r ».*Jn}•

4.2 By tha use of encapsulation 99?, of the airborne •>r,v v£ty we 8 removed 
in 70 minutes whilst in the same period OS? could have j* *.r< ssxpo-ivfid to 
drop out without Intervention,

4.3 There is no evidence of release of sodium fume or of activity aa 
the foam has decayed* and with the 2 agents used ihs twtjdsnco i. 3 <r»
tho low stability foam appears to tews boon adequate* for come - ** 
absorption to have taken place.
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1. D e tection  o f leakages in  sodium circuits

1.1 Prefaoe’
I t  is o f fundamental importance fo r  sodium c i r c u i t s  
to  detect leakages as fa s t  as possib le®  Shis i s  ne
cessary both, fo r  smell and large leakages. In -case of 
large leakages the level of the free sodium su rface s 
will decrease quiciciy. bosiium vapour as w e ll as l e 20 
and HaOH aerosols w i l l  cause an alarm of the installed 
smoke detectors.

With the exception of a leak in an/ oil-fired sodium 
heater we never had a la rge  leak due to a rupture of 
a tube. It seems to us that small leakages, caused by 
pinholes or a crack are as dangerous for a sodium cir
cuit as large leakages. Small leakages may remain, un
d iscovered  for a long time as practice has shown. Du
ring that time severe corrosion can occur even in e 
nitrogen atmosphere which has only a small concentra
tion of oxygen and humidity. Simultaneously an increa
sing deterioration by n it r i& in g  of the m ate ria l which, 
i s  in contact with the sodium vapour will happen pro
bably. As a consequence of nitriding hardness and ten
sile stre n g th  will increase and elongation w i l l  be re
duced. As observed, a complete rupture o f the struc
tural material in the region of the leak i s  possible, 
due to the above-mentioned reasons.

We have published some interesting observations we 
made after dismantling of the KJFK steam generator pro
totype for p o st-o p e ra t io n a l metallurgical examinations.”1̂

1) D. Grosser, nitriding of ferritic and austenitio 
steels in a nitrogen cover-gas containment fo r  a 
sodium-heated steam generator, IAEA.-SM-130/49
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Ih e  de tection  o f sm all leakages which may p o s s ib ly  
remain, unobserved w ith in  the therm al insulation 
d u rin g  a lo n ge r period o f time i s  o f  high, impor
tance w ith  respect to sa fe ty  o f sodium c i r c u i t s *

1.2 Means fo r  detection  o f leakages

1*2.1 The fo llo w in g  devices are used in  our sodium c i r 
c u it s  to detect sodium leakages

-  smoke detectors w ith  a p ho toe le c tr ic  c e l l
-  smoke detectors with a sp e c tra l f i l t e r  fo r  sodium 

and a p ho toe le c tr ic  c e l l
-  d iscon tinuou s le v e l gauges fo r  liquid sodium

1.2.2 Smoke detector with a p ho toe le c tr ic  c e l l  ( f ig u re  1)

¥© norm ally  use smoke detectors w ith  p ho toe le c tr ic  
c e l l s  in  our sodium c ircu its®  A i r  or nitrogen, io  
conveyed to the p ho toe le c tr ic  c e l l  from remote areas 
by a fan which i s  integrated in  the detector. 2?Ms 

set-up makes i t  possible to m onitor a number o f 
areas w ith  one detector s im u ltan eou sly .

As we d id n 't  know, how that detector would work in  
e n itro ge n  atmosphere with a con side rab ly  sm all oxy
gen content, ve f i l l e d  a v e s se l w ith  a volume o f 
about 10 nr5 w ith  nitregen end 0,8 volume percent o f 
oxygen® Ehen we f i l l o a  the oottom of the v e s se l w ith
1.5 kg o f sodium o f 4-00° 0.

F if te e n  seconds a f te r  in je c t io n  o f  sodium the de
te c to r  gave an alarm.

Further te s t s  showed that the m onitor was able  to 
detect a m inimal sodium concentration  in  n itro ge n  
o f about 20 mg la/iJra^ Np.



1.2.3 Smoke detector with, a sp e c tra l f i l t e r  fo r  sodium 
and a photoelectric c e l l

The main purpose o f t h is  detector i s  to get s se
lective in form ation  o f the presence of sodium in  
smoke.

Main pa rts  of the system are a c o i l  made o f p la t in a  
to get a constant he igh t o f the flame, a apeotra l 
f i l t e r  and a p ho toe le c tr ic  c e l l .  The re la t io n  be
tween. the current o f the c e l l  and sodium concentra
tion in the gas has been found experimentally.

3?he detector i s  very sensitive; sodium concentra
tions down to 2 mg Na/Im^ a i r  can be measured.

A monitor of such type is installed in our 5 MW
o i l - f i r e d  sodium heater s in ce  1966 and has shown 
a good reliability.

1.2 .4  la rg e  le ak  detection

A l l  free  su rface s o f  our sodium c i r c u i t s  are norm ally  
monitored both by continuous and d iscon tinuou s le v e l 
gauges. A de ta iled  description has been g iven  in  the 
enclosed in fo rm ation  sheet.

In addition to that we will install discontinuous
le v e l  gauges or even sp a rk le  p lu gs behind rupture  
d is k s  or at the low est po in t o f  c a v it ie s  where sodium 
w i l l  be co lle c te d  a fte r  a la rge  leakage in  a sodium 

system.



In sta lla tion  of a s»oke detector with a photoelectric ce il

p



A ction  which, i s  taken when a potentially dangerous 
situation ia  detected in c lu d in g  the ways in  whi"^ 
a leakage o f sodium la l im ite d  and contained

Action which i s  taken -when a potentially dangerous
s it u a t io n  I s  detected
We form erly  reported how we try to discern leakages 
in our sodium c ircu its®  Because there i s  a lo t  o f 
potentially dangerous situations in a c i r c u i t  we 
shall g ive  a sho rt description what we are go ing  to 
do if a leakage has been signalled.

An obvious end necessary  prerequisite to cope 
successfully with sodium fires io  tha t a l l  men wor
k in g  in sodium p la n ts  undergo an intensive t r a in in g  
covering all problems arising with sodium leakages
before they s t a r t  doing the 30b. Ihe  second prere
quisite is an effective equipment to handle the fires. 
Therefore fire e x t in g u ish e rs  either for sodium fire 
or fo r  others are w e ll d is t r ib u te d  in  the plants® In  
a d d it io n  to these f i r e  e x t in g u ish e rs ,  ready installed 
all over the plants, we have two transportable f i r e  
extinguishers available, each with a content of 250 
kg o f a sp e c ia l powder. !Pwo further tran spo rtab le  
f i r e  e x t in g u ish e rs  each w ith  a capac ity  o f 750 kg 
will be ordered.

In case o f a leakage the fo llo w in g  a c t io n s  w i l l  be 
taken:

- quick opening of large valves to d ra in  the system 
as fa s t  as possible. In our large pump test facili
ty where a pump w ith  s flow capac ity  o f 5000 m^/h
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i s  just undergoing tests, we can open pneumati- '
cslly .two gate valv-es w ith  8 nom inal diameter of
200 mm (8 inches) which d ra in  the system contai- .
ning 30 metric tons o f sodium within le s s  than 4
minutes® In  a l l  other la rge  te s t  f a c i l i t i e s ,  -that
means in our 5 FV Test-Pneility and in the loop
to test fuel elements, we reach s im i la r  times for
d ra in in g  the system.

- sending especially protected men (hard -top  with 
screen, clothes, gloves, gas-mask etc.) to the 
place where the leakage has occured. Depending on 
the amount of burning sodium we use quartz-sand 
or powder or both of them.

-  c a l l in g  for more people working in  other plants 
if necessary (emergency communication system).

- information of all men responsible for the loop.

- calling for the local f i r e  brigade by an emergency 
phone number.

The firemen have a special training to extinguish 
sodium fires too; in sp ite  of that, extinguishing 
the fire will be done by our people only (the fire
men only help to transport fire extinguishers etc.).

1.2 Means by which a leakage of sodium can be limited 
and contained
As an example how we limit and contain a leakage of '
sodium, we shall give a short description of such a
system in our la rge  pump test facility. .

I ' *  _



Ihe- two storage tanks are protected against burr.in?: 
sodium by a tight roof of iron-plates which hare q 
sldpe to an emergency storage tank with a nitrogen 
atmosphere. In case of e leak the sodium will flow 
to this tank. The ground under the main piping system 
(diameter of the pip^s 600 am or 24”) is iron-plated, 
too end also has e slope to the emergency storage 
tank with e volume of 40 m #

Methods of fire fighting ''
There are four methods we normally use to extinguish 
s sodium fire; -
- covering the free surface by nitrogen or argon
- extinguishing the fire by a special powder deve

loped together with the supplier
- extinguishing snail sodium fires by s layer of dry 

quartz-sand
- covering the burning surface of sodium by sieves,

Co develop effective methods of fire fighting we per
formed a lot of tes^s with burning sodium® A brief 
summary of the most important test results is given 
in the following:

Sodium will b u m  in atmosphere at temperatures above 
150° C if it is sparkled on the ground or on other 
components. A Jet of leaking sodium first has @ me
tallic-grey colour and then changes to deep grey and 
black with increasing height.

Start of burning depends very much on air-humidity. 
Dry sodium powder even burns at room temperature if 
in contact with glass-wool from the thermal insula
tion or 'with any kind of stuff, Sodium starts to burn
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w ith  e sm all red flame with, a h ig h  form ation rat® o f va
pour (smoke). She area o f  firg in c rea se s slow ly. As an 
example a free  su rface  a res o f  about 3 m2 w i l l  finally 
burn com pletely a f te r  1 - 1 , 5  minutes® We measured tempe
ra tu re s  o f 830° 0 in  the sodium immediately below the 
burn ing sodium surface  •which i s  not f a r  awey from b o il in g  
temperature®

During  our t e s t s  we observed burn ing ra te s  in  open con
tainers (0.4 to 0.5 m ) and initial sodium temperatures
of 400° C to 500° 0 from 55 to 50 kg/m2 h. The burn ing ra 
te s  depend ve ry  much on the access o f f re sh  a ir ,  The maxi
mum burn ing  ra te s  up to 50 kg/m h have been observed un

der forced convection  o f  f re sh  a i r  on the burn ing sodium 
surface.

O
U sin g  an average burn ing rate  o f 35 kg/m h the oorrespon- 
d ing  heat form ation rate  amounts to about 10J koal/m h.

In parallel to these te s t s  different methods of f i r e  
fighting have been applied:
-  cove rin g  the burn ing sodium surface  by a s te e l s ie ve  de

creased the in te n s it y  o f burn ing to  about 20^ o f the 
va lue  w ithout a s ie ve  i f  the dimerxsio.no were about 2 x 
1 mm.

\\4
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IMs effect was due to plugging of large parts of the 
~ sieve by sodium-oxide sad sodium hydroxide® In support

the sieve can he covered with, fire fighting powder*

extinguishing the fire by a special powder. One test 
with a powder we now have in use showed the following 
resultat

surface area of container
sodium temperature
sodium quantity
time of burning
formation of toxic gases
sticking of the powder to 
vertical wells
surface after having finished 
fire fighting

1 m
400° C 

15 kg
? to 6 minutes 
none
partially

strong and s o l id  
crud

• extinguishing sodium fires by a layer of dry quarts-sand. 
Tests showed that fire intensity was remarkably higher 
(8 to 10 times) than without quartz-sand if sodium is bur
ning on a layer of sand.
We suppose that the following chemical reactions happen

Ha20 + Si02 -- ISgSiOj - 59 kcal

le-jOg + Si09 = Ne^SiO, -f 1/2 Og - 37 kcal

We therefore apply sand only to small sodium fires®

- covering the free surface by nitrogen or ergon*
Tests showed that this method is only applicable to geo
metries where supply of fresh air by turbulence can be 
©voided to 8 high extent.



3. Actual case h i s t o r ie s

3.1 Sodium f i r e  in an oil-fired sodium heater

In  196? a leakage occured in  the o i l - f i r e d  sodium heater 
o f our 5 MW I’est-Facility. I t  was caused by fa ls e  ope
ration. The operator d id n ’t recognize that the sodium 
in the heater was p a r t ia l l y  frozen®

A fte r  ig n it io n  o f the o i l - f i r e d  burner one tube in  the 
convection  zone o f the heater b u rst, (see f ig u re s  2 -  5}

The leakage was noticed  f i r s t  by an alarm  o f the in 
s t a l le d  smoke-detector and then by the sodium stream ing 
out o f the burner at the bottom o f the heater® The so
dium sta rted  to burn a f te r  hav ing  been spark led  on the 
ground.

We extingu ished  the fire on the ground below the heater 

both with powder and quartz-sand within half an hour.
To avoid a large sodium fire within the heater v e s se l 
we c losed  i t  com pletely and f i l l e d  i t  w ith  nitrogen®
The leakage o f sodium was estim ated to be 250 to 300 kg.

To c lean  the sodium heater and to re p a ir  the damaged 
tube we removed the heater out of the plant sand d i s 

mantled the convection part where the leek had been 
found before.

After having cleaned the sodium heater with steam and 
water we purged nitrogen - through each of the 3?. tubes 
o f th© convection pert and through 48 of the 96 tubes 
of the radiation zone.



Ihe remaining 48 tubes were examined by electric-re- 
s is ta a o e  measurements at se ve ra l places. A fte r  repair 
o f the burst tube we performed a helium-leak-test both 
w ith  the radiation and tiw convection part. We didn’t 
find auj further leak. Then the convection zone was moun
ted again into the heater. W elding was completed In  the 
5 MW Test-Psoility.

A helium-leak-test of the internals showed a leak. Each
o f the rem aining 32 w eld ings was co n tro lle d , one of them 
had a fa i lu re .  A fte r  hav ing  repa ired  t h is  weld a second 
helium-leak-test showed that the heater was t ig h t  again.

Time for repair was 43 days.

The co sts  amounted to 140 000,—  DM.



Shape and size of the leak
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:V4;ew 'Qf'-'the .radiation and convection zone contaminated with 
a,0iliu» its reaction products '



Leakage on the sodium side of a steam generator
During operation of a tube -in -tube  steam generator 
prototype for the KSIC in  the 5 JW T e s t - i 'a c i l i t y  a 
leak occurred on the outer surface of oodium in le t  
of one unit.

The stesin generator was in s t a l le d  in  s containment
filled with nitrogen (1 - 2>5 of oxygen). Due to the 
fact that the tests were almost finished and with 
respect to the small size of the leak, operation was 
continued for stoat 600 boars*

During dismantling of the steam generator for post- 
operational examinations we found both severe corro
sion in the neighbourhood of the Ipak (up to 8 mm in 
600 h r s .) and strong n i t r id in g  of the ferritic mate
r i a l  and austenitic otee l components (see figures 6 
and 7)# The extent of n i t r id ia g  Increased with w a ll 
temperature*? we had during p lsn t  opera iio n  and reached 
maximum nitrogen contents of up to 0,3 v t  °/> compared 
to 0.02 wt fa in the as-received condition.

The n it r id e d  th ickn e ss  of the fer^itic material was up 
to 0.4 mm.

All observations we made during post-operational me
tallurgical examinatiOEO are reported in detail in 
the paper of D. G rosse r, 1 mentioned yesterday. The 
costs to clean the steem generator end the containment 
were about 20,000,—  «



operation « t h  the s„a?l sodS'leaKg" S ^ H o f ° f



Damages of small sodium pipes oaused by over
heating due to short-current la electrical trace- 
heating-system
In this case we had arranged three electrical trace
heaters in series,, Temperature of the small pipe 
was monitored by a therm >couple in the region of the 
third heater.

Due to the short-current in the first trace heater 
the second and third one didn't operate. She heating 
system was not designed for full power of one heater.

In fact the first heater continuously worked at full 
power end overheated the pipe. At one piece a leakage 
occurred which was 30 small that it remained inside 
of the insulation and wasn’t detected,

She leakage probably has been caused by deterioration 
of tube material as s consequence of the overheating 
but it’s also possible that short-current from the 
trace heater to the tube has melt a part of the wall 
and caused a pinhole» as observed in other cases (see 
figure 8 - 10).

Pig® 11 also shows destruction of a trace heater by 
short-current.

2*o avoid such overheating we now install the thermo
couple by which the heating-system is controlled close 
to the first heater. In addition all three phases and 
the zero-phase pasa a special coil* Under normal con
ditions no voltage is induced. If e. short-current in 
one of the three phases occurs the induced voltage 
causes an alarm.



View of the overheated pipe with location of the small leak

Leak with destroyed trace heater
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Corrosion  o f the ou ter su rface o f  the overheated p ipe in  the 
neighbourhood o f  the leak

Destruction of the trace heater on an overheated pipe by short current
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3.4 Leakage of an electrical heater
The heater, the damaged internals of which are 
shown in figures 12-14, wee used for preheating 
of one of the two secondary sodium systems or the 
K2TK. It was on power at a short time, while sodium 
was not flowing.

The three figures shew some details of interest;

- most of the damaged heaters are in the upper 
part of the bundle

- the surrounding erea of a hole has suffered se
vere corrosion (due to reaction between sodium 
and oxygen together with short-current?)

- a propagation of dsmaging the heaters seems to 
have occurred caused by accumulation of the above
mentioned effects.

The costs amounted to 35«000,—  DM® Time for repair 
was 3 weeks due to the fact that we could use © 
heater of the same size and power from another plant.

•



O vera ll view  o f  the h ea ter bundle o f  a sodium h ea ter w ith  
damaged b ea te rs

S ec tion a l v iew  o f  a damaged reg ion  o f  the h ea ter



Corrosion of a damaged heater
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The loops in operation at our Brussels Laboratory insta lled in 
Brussels University Applied Mecionics Hall have a maximum capacity 
o f #00 1 and a maximum operating temperature o f 6OO0C* Th«y are 
equipped with elee tromagnetic pumps permitting a maximum flow rate 
of 15 nP/h approximately»
fney are designed for experiments in d irect support o f owe fu e l elemftnt 
design group that Is  e .g . Simulabion o f fuel bundles for ‘••eroperature 
distribution measurement, simulation o f unloading under argon, ete

in  the same lab, IKtfiOOTItEATRE also has small sodium test facilities 
such as under sodium fr ic t io n  test tank.

The operational safety o f such loops can be described, in two parts s 
design features and operational ru les.

http://sffla.ll
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1. DESIGN

We .ave »©• m a le  .o fil 'd  in z t@ Bel iar, laws and regu la t io n s , ru le s  
sp»oially -ipplicable to sodium loops. They cannot be compared witn 
steam c i r c u i t s  as the main danger of fcnis fluid is the energy that 
can be released ’jy sudden depressuris&tion. The analogy wito g m  
c i r c u i t s  I s  o f  no use when tho j 'g o n  c o ve r  gas p ressu re  i s  s t r i c t l y  
l im i t e d , Th® ru le s  gi«htn f o r  L., ' I  am iable f lu id s  concern  m ostly  
p r o te c t io n  and not f  fa b r ica tio n .

Thus - la the absence of strict regulations - it was dnoided to $

1. establish a strict manufacturing md control specification 
eased on "c o h m  practice® for the already wr-ased sodium
loops j

2 . recommend the ASMS mfired pressure ve sse ls  or>de fsection VXU
of boiler code) for all mattpru where oiir w»xt wouu > give to 
indication *

It results that our vessels m d  loops arc calculated seeordlr*^ this 
code® and tae drawings are such feaat the following teats 7-0.’sio^ t

t „  dye check o f a l l  welds ;

2 . X-ray con tro l o f  a l l  welds immersed In sodium ©r is©chanissily
important ;

3. iiyrlros tatic pressure test 1
4. leak test,normally wit 1 IJ1L gas. Orly in aorn special eases 

where a very omall leak would have vary larg,® or dangerous
consequences do we use hcliura,

2. OPERATIONAL RULES

2,1, Ooaratien persoig el
BEJjGONUCI^EAIBE’b Brussels laboratory Is one of th® facilities which
we use in  Belgium #* a si^jparbrte reactor ®M Sml  ftlm ttste design®

The sodius laboratory is operated under supervision of a sanies’ 
technical enginee? s he is responsible for the es»rmts8«ti©n o f  th» 
lo c a l fabrications, loop erections and 1 hs is t J »  In
charge of safety. Wot every isnp, shore li a cec^^oal ©tvj&MMsr in 
charge of operation 1 w«n mcsas*^ e otter wtriii a-? -n s«e*nd, 
operator. (Mo sodlmg 'test, may oe performed by ar- ©pi:” 4lor isle, ft in 
t,he arsa).
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The experioenta are usually requested toy the fuel elewrnt design 
group s the enginear in chare® of* the study prepares the proposal 
together with laboratory engineers. Tbs tests or asqaartnents can 
only be performed after agreement of tho proetxttsres by this engineer 
and the safety officer. At laa'st one of che technicians chosen to 
run the experiments has to Iws previous experience of comparable 
tiork.

2*2* OBSE^SLSESESJ,

Wien in eperation* the loops are always un&sr constant supervision of
the operating personnel ; at night, when no experiments are running* 
they are kept at tossperatyre and a wateiasan Is constantly pretent*

Temperature and flow alarms are Installed but only actuate vr»ry fe» 
mtm&tiG actions*

Tha loop can normally bo manually controlled without difficulty
and except for "loss of flow" acting on fee pusm power* tharc is no 
automatic seranu

Bie loops are abandonned without w,r.ton after draining in the main
tanks®

2.3. iM s jw m & im .

The circuits are enclosed in n steel support construction and instal
led in a drop-pan wliî h lias a larger capacity tlian the loops® 
Protection plates cove*' this support to avoid splitting outside this 
area in case of Isrce .leaks* fha pan. is covored. with thin plastic 
bags containing dried sodium carbonate,

Hhs loop is alwsgra thermally insulate*!, thus it m m s rosily mil!®-
ly that strong jets of sodlim emk! penet?*at« and oross t ’n&m 
bafflers.

Dm  to the multiple use of the hall asd tbe me  of overhead crancs, 
it was not possible to hasre a completely independent laboratory.
To avoid extension of the f i r ®  or ? 5 «  ceased by external nr%irs,, 
m  ®ueh as possible* tha sodlm area is cespletelj mclosea a«l 
mounted on a water tight floor cover# including tha battens of 'he 
walla up to About 20 m  e.bme grows! to avoid v&mr flocdinn-
Sodlua fir® fighting is don© in the following sequence ?

i® detection by ®l®atrte shc^t-circult type leak det®stors* or 
by smoke ;

2. partial absorption of leading sodium by the carbonate bags 5
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3. operator action s - drain the loop into th® mala tanks ;

- use of the fire extinguishers (under 
protection of special clothes) j

- start the smote aspirator.
If the fire cannot toe quickly c o n t r o l l e d ,  warn the U n i v e r s i t y  
fire b r i g a d e .
In case of fire in another area of the hall, the loops are drained 
into the main tanks and all circuits are shut off. If the fire 
extends to the sodium area, the sodium isolated in the tanks will 
not contribute to the fire. Even if the fire brigade - although 
warned by the safety service - has to use water, we thinl? it will 
not eone in contact with m y  amount of sodium,

nssrors
After a few yoars of operation with the loops in various conditions up 
to 600°G, we have had only very minor incidents such as small (sosws? cubic 
oat timetarr,) leaks from cane~spner© connectors. The reaction of our
personnel was satisfactory. During a recent very large fire of tup marby 
chemistry department, we had the opportunity to test our safety ruX®n and 
only slight alterations wore done.

E *  major operational troubles occur as usual in th© gas circuits % we 
strongly believo tnat major improvements in the understanding of the 
behaviour of* argon saturated, with sodium vapour or aerosol ar® aecassary. 
Some basic research is underviajr on this problem.

But to reach high reliability, the loop manufacturers had to be convinced 
of the necessity of our strict requirements j high cleanliness durtog 
fabrication is still a problem as well as thorough doming before 
up, Unsufficient observation of our specification lias s m e t im  resulted 
in damaged (leaky) valve seats.

Presently, we think that if su ffic ien t tln» is devoted before manufacturing
to accurate design, work and thinking m d  if the fabrication eaa b© don©
in a selected workshop where some rules of cleanliness and, osre c m  t» 
observed, sodium loops can o& erected m d  operated with a rsasenatoi® 
flability. This m m lvA to g remark concerns eur own experience oomblmd 
with that obtained by ti» C M  at Mol, with piping up to 200 m  to disaster.

Also were ^public relations" work has to be done to convince future vm en  
of sodiua pleats that this fluid - although dangerous in acme respects - 
can be» safe as many other heat transport fluid when properly handlc?d*





Kegulations on Handling Dangerous Objects in Japan 
{ wxth particular reference to sodium )

1. Introduction

Sodium it> designated as a kind of dangerous objects* 

so that special caro has to be taken in handling or storing

1 arpe amount/ of sodium. Formal regulations on sodiura bant’ling

i u Ja;,cta e r f prescribed in Fire Service La.w» wiixcH is sujjpifj- 

rotnted by liuJ es on Handling Dangorous Objects.

Since these regulations are not intended to be applied 

to large sodium circuits, -some defects and inappropriate expre

ssions might be found m  them, An attempt is made her® to 

pick up these prob) ems and important points from Japanese 

regulations on handling dangerous objects with particular 

reference to sodium.

2: Classification

(a) Dangerous objects a,r*j classified into six grouos as follows,

Sodiura is classified iu the third group,

(1) chlorate, peroxide, nitrate ate.

(2) phosphorus, sulfer, metal powder etc,

{3} sodium, potassium, quicklime, calsiuro carbide
(4) ether, alcohol, petroleum etc.
(5) celluloid, n i t r o -compound etc,

(G) nitric acid, sulfuric acid etc.

(b) In ease of handling 5 kg or more amount of sodium, one 
must get permission of the ©refeetural governor. Thus, 5 Kg 

is the basic unit in discussing sodium handling.



3. B u ild in g  Arrangements

(a) Sodium handling bu i ld in g  or storage  b u i ld in g  should be

separated at  le a s t  '

ID m from dw e llings  outside the s i t e ,

20 tn from high pressure gas equipments,

30 m from schools, hospitals or  theaters which accomodate 

many people at a time, and

50 m from principal cultural assets. '

I t  i s  obvious that the c u ltu ra l  properties are attached great 

importance in establishing these p ro v is io n s .

(b> In  the site, the bu i ld in g  should have an open space around 

i t ,  and the width o f  the space should he ( with no f i r e  rail )

3 m, iii hand ling 50 kg or less amount o f  sodium* aud 

5 m„ iti handling more than 50 kg of sodium.

Here, 50 kg i s  an. amount which i s  ten times the bas ic  unit  

p rev ious ly  stated .

4. Building stru c tu re

There are seve ra l  a r t i c l e s  which may or  may not be

directly applicable to large sodium circuits and fast reactors 

using sodium as the coolac.tr.

(a) Sodium handling bu i ld in g  should have no basement,

(b )  The outside w a l l  o f  the handling bu i ld in g  should be made

o f  fire-proof structure in order to prevent catching fir© 

from neighboring b u i ld in g s .

(c) The roof of the handling building should be constructed 

of fireproof materials and be covered with asbes to s , metal 

sheets or other incombustible l i g h t  m a te r ia ls .



(d )  The window,<anes should contain wire n e tt in g .

( e) The f lo o r  .should be impermiable to the dangerous object, 

and i t  should have adequate in c l in a t io n .

5. Fire Service Equipments

(a) A prescribed fire service equipment should be prepared, 

ia case of either

handl ing 50 kg or more amount of sodium, 

or •
2f l o o r  area being 600 m or la r g e r .

(b) ' Fire service equipment for sodium should be dry sand. 

Necessary amount of dry sand should be 100 liter per

every 50 kg o f  sodium, or  

•>every 50 m" of flour area.

( c) In handling 15 tons or more amount o f  sodium, p r iv a te  

f i r e -s e rv ic t *  organization and chemical fire-engine should be 

prepared.

6. Discussion

Classification of dangerous objects has been desc"ib^€ 

fo r  re fe rence , and i t  r a i s e s  no special problem.

lle^ulaisions on' building arrangements fo r  sodium handlin  

and storage  may also be adequate in Japan. It might hs noticed }  

however, that tne width o f  the open space around sodium f a c i l i t y  

dea lin g  with la rge  amount o f  sodium should be a little wider 

than 5 m, e s p e c ia l ly  when sodium-waiter reaction raif*ht bo expected  

to occur.



Item 4(a) wight be inappropriate in the construction 
of sodium cooled fast reactor plants. As to 4(b)t it can be 
pointed out that sodium does not catch lire easily so that i't
is not accessary to build the outside wall with fire-proof 

structure. As for 4(c), considering sodium-water reaction, 
the roof should rather be rain-proof .aid quite strong before 
it is incombustible.

Concerning item 5(b), it should be pointed out that 
one has t.j prepare extremely large amount of dry sand in handling 
large amount of sodium. Moreover, s Jinetimes it may be d&ugerous 
to use dry saud in case of Large sodium fire. As several chemical 

fire-extinguishing materials can easily be obtained in Japan 
now, this article might be revised in the near future.
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Safety Problems Encountered in Construction and Operation of the Sod&u» 
Test Facilities of the Institute of Reactor Development (ZESTS) a'* the 

Karlsruhe luelear Research Center

K. Sehleisiek
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Abstract

In this report the safety aspects of tbs design and construction of a 
sodiwn boiling loop and a sodiura tank test f a c i l i t y  are dlsinmmd.  Sub
sequently two experiments concerning the sa fety  o f  the f a c i l i t i e s  ass® 

described! the testing of a drip  basin to  collect the maitf? f«I to 
limit the rate of taming in ths ease o f  a le&Js, and ti®  i'avm* iga tion  

of the chemical reaction of sodiwn with the insulating ifC^. 
Finally some general emergency procediares in  the case o f  sodiwi Inci
dents are discussed, A 16 mra-fil® demonstrating sodiiaa firen w-A 
fire fightijig metbods will be shorn.
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1. Introduction

Two major sodium test facilities have been in operation at the 
Institute of Reactor Development of the Karlsruhe Nuclear fteseareti 
Center for about three years so far without a major accident. Shis 
contribution will report on the safety considerations, engineered 
safeguards,, supplementary experiments, and the operating experience 
as far as safety of the facilities is concerned. In this case# these 
are problems of special significance because the control and. measurement 
Inst alia i ions the systems together with additional experimental 
facilities with very delioate electronic equipment are contained ia 
the same hall. Certainly,, compared, with the oircmtts of sodium 
aooled reactors, these facilities aro relatively small. However, 
many of the ideas and experience encountered in this ease are ap
plicable to liquid metal circuits in general and ttem of genera!, 
importance.

2, Safety Aspects in Design and Construction

The two sodium test facilities mentioned above are the sodium telling 
loop (NSK) and the sodium tank facility (SAEiA). They are elaw« 
terized by the following criteria of isajsortmoe to safety edttsiftsm- 
tionsi

The volume of sodium contained in the sodium boiling loop Is rela
tively small. lii the area of the test section sodium temperatures 
range up to 950 °C and pressures up to sobs ate*. Tim test ssatiess 
of a circular or annular cross section are heated externally by 

high frequency induction, hencej the wall temperature® of the so
dium carrying test tube can be 1100 °C. The sodium tank facility 
is composed of two storage and two experimental tanks with relative
ly large volumes of sodium, tie maximum temperature in this esse Is '
TOO °C. The pressure is not rauoh above atmospheric.

I *  •
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The safety measures incorporated In both facilities were determined 
largely by the different operating conditions and risks. The typa 
of construction and the nature of the experiments to be carried out 
in the sodium boiling loop make a leakage la the area of the test 
section appear not m iy  -osstblc 't «vnr> Hikely. Fence, it hs*.' to to 
ensured that this would entail no hazard to the operating crew# 
damage the toiling loop as little as possible and have no influ
ence whatsoever on the other equipment contained in th© hall. I'ov  

these reasons, all components carrying sodium were enclosed.to c  

proteative containment which is flushed with nitrogen flaring ex
periments, Pig. 1 shows thft boiling loop in th® protective aorxtain- 
aent with the door of the oontainaent open. In addition, tha nitro
gen is dehydrated in a dehydration system. These measures prevfcly 
reduce th? combustion rate of nodiua, decrease the formation of 
caustic soda solution and prevent tha possibility of aa ©iqr-fayte©- 
gen reaction, which can occur only with oxygen contents in excess 
of 5 %* So far, these safety precautions have proved to b.** vary 
effective. Several ainor leaJts whioh oocursd caused rinor
smoldering fires,

The test section proper is additionally surrounded by baffle plat@s 
whioh, in the ease of a major leak, should prevent so&iu® from
being sprayed all over the protective containment. UMommtfe tim 

test section there is a basin foz catching leaJs@d~ot.it sodlunu Paring 
the experiment, nitrogen in the protective containment is eir<r>' 
lated in a cooling circuit which is equipped with a f ine-mesk®'.
filter for separation of tbs aerosols produced in a fir®.

The storage tank is arranged so that the ciBuit aan h© drained 
. merely by gravity. The pressure in the storage tank is mintainM

ax a level which is always less than or not more than eqrn l to the 
circuit pressure. Bene®, drainage of the sodium require? onlyjsna
operation, i.e.* opening of the* drain valve.
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If the plant is operated above atmopsharic pressure, a leek in the
sodium circuit may cause a pressure touild up in tbs protective '
containment as a result of partial evaporation. Hsnoe, the volume 
of the contalroaent was made large enough to prevent the permissible , 
internal pressure from being exceeded. This calculation did not 
take into account condensation of scCiura vapor on the sold wall 
of the containment.

In case the pressure in the protective containment should get unduly 
high, for instance as a result of maloperation, a relief valve and 
a safety valve cause a nitrogen blow-down into the open air.

Bocause of the large volume of sodium, a leak in on© of the experi
mental tanks of the sodium tank facility would constitute a. parti
cular hazard to the operating crew and the entire experimental hall.
Hence, this type of accident had to be rendered extremely unlikely 
by engineered safeguards measures. The guide jacket for tha cooling 
gas surrounding the tank was therefore designed so as to act lite 
a secondary containment. The particularly critical pipe connections 
were welded into the tank above the sodium level and the filling 
and drain pipes were assembled within the tankas immersed pipes*
Pig. 2 shows the design of the tank. We think that these measures 
have made the leakage of sodium from any of the tanks extremely 
unlikely.

The valves constitute a special source of danger in the piping rnA 

auxiliary systems of the plant. Thf> valves exclusively used are 
bellows valves with safety glands which are continuously monitosM 
for leaks. An ordinary spark plug of the type used in motor cars is 
installed as a leak detector in the space between the bellow and 
the gland. In case of a leak, the sodium discharged produces a short
circuit between the electrodes, thus actuating the leakage alarm* -



In addition* the main valves are motor-driven to permit ster© to be 
taken to protect the plant by shutting off or draining, m m  t* it 
is no longer possible to enter the plant because of excess-!
of smoke generated.

Another safeguards dorice is the covered sodium drip basin 
underneath tho entire facility. Its development will bs descr* 
in more drtalJ under IV  tonic ’’Sodium Technology” below. It f* ~ 
rills the function,;! of
- pwvencxng major e.rea con-ri&grationr, on the floor,
- reducing the combustion rata,
- preventing i reaction b«frwoen sodium and. the water contained in 
the concrete.

Moreover, the different safety and interlock circuits should be 
mentioned., e.g., •'’or alarm if the maximum or minimum filling lewis,
temperatures and pressures are sxoceded, shut off of flow heaters, 

if the sodium flow fails, etc.

High capacity blowers in one wall of tho experimental hall •'••ate ia 
the asi'osols *snd remove them to the outside in fires gensm' Jnr 
much smoke. The defined direction of air flow in the hall ai  ̂
prevents the asmoke from spreading In all directions, thus, i Till 
be possible to fighc the fire at least from one Ride without o'"-** 
soured vision.

3» Sodium .Technolafcy

3.1 Experiments os the Design of a Drip Basin

oOpen fires result in a oombuntion rate of about 25 kg/m*' h. This 
combustion rate will decrease wi-ch time, because the fire will 
extinguish itself as a result of part of the reaction products 
remaining on the sodium. However, this process takes too much

http://nn.rl.mm


time, with the consequence of sodium oxide depositing everywhere 
in closed rooms, reacting with the moisture in the air to form
caustic soda solution and causing short circuits in the contacts 
of electrical equipment. To prevent this from happening,it was 
suggested to cover the has In With a pejorated cover plate in 
such a way that the sodium to be caught can flow into the in
terior of the basin through the open cross section almost with
out any restriction but the entry of oxygen is reduced to such 
an extent that no intensive sodium fire can be generated. A device 
of this type has been tested in several experiments. Pig. 3 

sshowthe cover plate used, Pig. 4 the terst equipment.

The first test was conducted at a sodium temperature of 430 °C 
and a pressure of 2 atm. by destroying a membrane with an impact 
mechanism. The rate of release was 0.8 kg/sec. Because of the very 
ragged discliarw* opening a violent spray fire developed, Fig. 5* 
so that most of the sodium was burnt already during discharge.
Only 22.3 % of unburnt sodium was left in tha basin. In further 
experiments, the sodiura was discharged through & valve at 650 °C 
and 1 atm. at a rata of 0.3 kg/sec. Now, the Jet remained almost 
compact up to the time it hit the cover plate. The fraction of 
apertures in the hotel area of the cover plate was 0.4 the 
plates were inclined by JK) °. The fire was quenched automati
cally as soon as the soditt® flow ceased- The fraction of unburnt 
sodium in the basin was 80 % in this case.

These experiments have shown that a basin of the design shown hare 
helps to limit sodium fires and reduces the rate of combustion.
Ths temperatures remain L e w  enough to allow ferritie steel to he 
used for the basin. In larger plants, the basin should be sub
divided into several sections.

The fire burnt almost exclusively in the air on the path between
the leak and the drip basin. Qjaenching is impossible in this pkme.



lit case of a spray fire, closed rooms very soon cannot to pnt̂ pic, 
without respiration equipment. Visibility is limited vo a 
meters by the white smoko. If tt» aodium is discharged in < -to-*** 
or less compact ,'et, It should he possible to enter the roc**” 'v<r 
cose time alno withr.Uu respiration equipment.

y,P. Chemical Re act tor, between Sodium and Insulating Material?

An experim.jnf.a3 invasr,iga';icm was carried, out with the mmotx 
of ge cling m re accurate information about th® behavior of in- 
suiacang material? in contact, with liquid sodium at elevated 
temperatures. Primarily, insulating materials on'an oxi&**> base 
were considered. First, the behavior of cold insulating aiats 
to sodium of 6.50 °C was investigated, There was so deteoiAble 
chemical reaction. Th? liquid sodium floated on tbs 
up to solidification without wetting them to a slppii.'-iennt. 
extent. Fig. 6 shows the sodium pool floating on t'm w ,  Pis* 7 
tlie mat after removal of the sodium.

jsmLIn other experiments, sodium ihmjlating material were 1A

turned out that almost all insulating materials don't n m :z <**v, 
aodium up to 450 °C. Above this temperature* tfesra if;
exothermic reaction between sodium and the silicon dioxide* o"’'— 
tained in almost all inculatins, materials with so&iure 
being produced. Pig. 8 shows an insulating mat cer»rf ”tiTgr ?"*

csilicon dioxide anu aluirlna after reaction vuth aod‘*vi® at 35^ n»

To demonstrate the reaction, sodium war, poured into p m  
(5ioxJ.de (quart? sand) at fl&O °C. There was a vio2/»r>t <■ TOtherrt*.< 
inaction with an increase in velum®. Fig. 9 shows T»a,et?.©r. 
product. This experiment demonstrates tte danger'*  ̂* naruro of
attempts to quench major sodium fires with sand#

On. the other hand, thews was no reaotion ’optween sod'^n me1 «r>

http://5ioxJ.de
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insulating stone consisting aliuost entirely of alumina at tempera
tures up .to 650 °C (Pig. 10),

4. Emergency Procedures

A number of sodium test fires were conducted before starting up
tot,h.e plants. The 'costs were demonstrate the phenomena, connected 

with, fires and to provide possibilities of training fir® fighting 
with and without respiration equipment. Fig. H  shows the preparation 
of the gas-heated basins with the sodium bars. The next figure 
shows a fireman wearing an asbestos suit and protective heed gear 
made of leather. Pig. 13 shows Tire fighting raeasures on the sodium 
basins. In Pig. 14, the size of area conflagrations is shown 
which can be produced by spraying hot sodium. Fig. 15 indicates 
the large amount of smoke generated by sodium fires#

The following film provides another impression of the fire and 
fire fighting tests carried out.

Another planned series of tests will investigate the course of 
area conflagrations, spray and pipe fires more intensively, the 
most effective counter-measures are to be discovered and suitable
filter systems are to be developed.

What are the conclusions to be drawn from the experience m d the 
experiments? The first countermeasure always to to adopted in 
sodium fires, after rescuing the operating crew, should be the 
attempt to discharge the burning part of the system or at least 
separate it from the rest of the plant by closing valves in 
order to limit the amount of sodium leaking out. The measures 
adopted afterwards depend on the type and magnitude of the fire.
Small area conflagrations can be extinguished with sand. Large 
area conflagrations require ths use of special extinguishing 
powders (for Instance, a mixture of sodium cnloride, potassium 
chloride, borax, and silicon dioxide). Leaks occurring on verti
cal walls of pipes and tanks cannot be fought effectively with 
extinguishing powders. Th& powder is flushed away from the

/ W



leakage by th® sodium leaking out. If the pl&ee of the fimsge 
can still be entered, It oars be attempted to coyer the leaJcsge 
with, asbestos sheets and packings. If this is impossible, the 
effort® should be restricted to fighting the area conflagration 
on th© floor. Ineffective, lengthy attempts with extinguishing 
powder only cause additional pollution and damage to electronic 
equipment.
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CEN/SCK.
TECHNOLOGY DEPARTMENT. March i«?t»

T E C H N I C A L  N O T E

LEAK ON A LARGE SODIUM LOOP.
OBSEHVATIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS AND SIMULATION TESTS.

M. SOENEN.

I . In t r o d u c t io n .

This rep o r t  summarizes the observations made a f t e r  the 
sodium 1 eak that happened on th© electrical fu rn ace  fh e a t e r ) e£ th® sodium  
loop Na3 mid 1970. It contains also some recommendations and saosm ? im itation  
t e s t s  o f  the a c c id e n t .

The Na3 loop i s  i n s t a l l e d  in the  Technology B u i ld in g  at
CEN/SCK laboratories - MOL (B e lg ium ) | the main characteristics an* :

f lo w  ; variable from 30 to  650 m^/h,
p re s su re  head : up to  15 kg/cm'%
tem perature  : up to 700°C in the t e s t  s e c t i o n s ,
thermal capacity i up to I'JtQO kW (electrical heale**'*.

The most important f e a t u r e s  of the fu rn ace  fabricated 
by B e lg ia n  In d u s t ry  a rc  the following ;

a 5 The c y l i n d r i c a l  shaped fu rn ace  has a f l a t  cover  plate.
V
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b) The cover plate has drilled holes for 639 (,f irsrods’' which are verti
cally immerged in the furnace and lip welded to the plate by means of the
castellated method in a triangular p itc h  arrangement o f  28 inn.

c) The firerods with MgO insulated Nt-Cr resistance wires and clad with 
stainless steel AIS I 316 type have the following dimensional and elec
trical characteristics :

i) Dimensional characteristics :
Outside diameter 15.74 _+ 0.05 mm (3/8”)
Total length 445 ranT+ 1% (17.5")

heated length 305 mm
non heated length

upper end 119*5 mm
lower end 20<>5 mm

Upper cavity depth 20 m m .
ii) Electrical characteristics i

240 Volt (AC) - 4800 V.
d) The cylindrical cross section inside the furnace is reduced to a 

square cross stect ion over the heated length of the firerods by means 
of th r e e  independent inner casings each one fixed to the top cover 
plate by two tie rods.

e) The top and bottom plate of each o f  the inner casings a re  drilled 
with holes to guide the firerods at the upper and low er non heated 
l e n g th s .

f) The two s o l id  n ic k e l leads at the top of each firerod have a ceramic 
bead insulation over a length of 30 cm followed by a ceramic connector 
which connects the rod towards a silicone cable of 2 x 2,5^ (ratn̂-)»

g) The firerods are electrically connected over six supplies. Each supply
connects 99 f i r e r o d s  w ith  an o n -o f f  co n ta c to r  in  the c o n t ro l rosra.
Each supply is further divided in th ree  groups each o f  33 f ir e r o d s
in s id e  th e  con n ec tion  box. Th© 33 f ir e ro d s  are fed  over 11 n ta r
c o n n ec tio n s . Each f i r e r o d  is provided w ith  an autom atic on-off fuse.
Each two rods can be individually connected on 190 Volts as w l l  as each
th re e  rods can be connected  on 230 Volts. T h is  way o f  connection  wakes
th e  t o t a l  maximum power output o f the furnace  equal to  23?€> k¥ i f  the  
rods a re  connected  on 220 V o lt s  o r  1186 kW i f  the reds are used on 
190 Volt®  '

2. Observations made.
F o llo w in g  o b se rv a t io n s  have been made :

2 .1 . B e fo re  the sodium le a k .

B e fo re  the sodium le a k ,  132 f i r e r o d s  were connected
on 190 V o lt  le a d in g  to  a t o t a l  power output o f  396 kW, Th© f ir e ro d s  
connected  were d iv id e d  as fo llo w s  over the furnace »

51 grouped on the sodium in le t  c a s in g ,
52 grouped on the m iddle  c a s in g ,
29 grouped on the sodium o u t l e t  c a s in g  o f  'phe f u r n a c e .

About one hour b e fo re  the sodium le ak  oecured  the  fu se s
o f  a l l  rods connected on l in e  have been v i s u a l l y  in spec ted  in  the 
con n ec tion  box and no one was found to  be grounded.
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2.2. During the sodium leak.

_ During the sodium leak, besides firefighting, following
actions have been immediately taken on the loop in the fo llow ing  
sequence t

stop of the furnace,
"* stop of the main pump,

stop of the purification pump,
opening of the " f a s t "  rtump line of the loop.

2 . 3 • After the sodium l<*ak.

2 .3 •1. After the sodium leak occurod, fo llow ing  actions were taken j
a) during about five days, the circuit and tho furnace cool<?d 

down from 600°C to below 100°C«
1?) after cooling, th® sodium spill was evacuated aro«n^ the

furnace and as for as soosib^s by mechanically jaar.r? th®
cover 111*110 of i. ho furnace it ®plfs

c) Two fjro rod s were removed from tho furnace without f*. “•**’rulty 
and tho holes stopped with & stainless steel pius.

d) After that, the cover plate of fee furnace around tbo ••■"on of
1 he leak, has been kept hat ween 10O and 200°C with vx 
nterstary heater wrapped around the part ef the pXnze*
Heat inrt was applied to prevent tho formation of the c ^ r rn s lf  
NaOH by interaction with the humidity of the air and te 
etthanc© tho insulation of the fir©re4?s on which ths sodium 
was spilt«do

Following observations have been mad«? ;
a) the sodium le&Ss -happpiiod on the " f ir e ro d s ” grouped on 

sodium outlet &Q3ing of the furnace. Tho middle and in  1st 
oaring ol the furnace remained iTenet*

b) After the leak, 8 fuses from -the 39 fire^octe connected on 
l in o  from tha sodium' ou tle t c a v j nq were groundsel*

c ) A I oak test with a leak detector, usirao ts»5 kg/cm'^ ntfton  
inner p r w p u r p , and the cover plate #»■* ths f u r m r r  has.tad 
above 100UC , revealed i  leak at on^y onr- f i r m e d  naisbar 96 
from which als-> the fuae was grounded*

d) Filling the upper cavity of ths f ire ro d  nr 9(f with a layer
of kerosene it has been deiacisd that the ca»® from
inside tho rod and not from the l ip  w id .

e) Ground laeasuremenls revealed i32 fjrerods groupod on the 
Aodiun» outlet ea^uif] to be grounded due to tho cover plate 
of the furnaco.

f ) partial analysis of the react Iona products formed in T.ti©
«ppo,r ca v ity  of the firsrods npill^d witlt sodium rovealad

" between l to 3% total carbon.
g) On a f ire rod, adjacent to tns leaking firerod bat e le c t r ic a l ly  

not connected, t|i€» two n icke l loads ware burnt away I" til#
- upper cavity of the rod.



h )  Trials t o  m e c h a n i c a l l y  free t h e  s p i l l e d  sodium f r o m  t h e  
firerods t o  u n g r o u n d  t h e  rods d i d  n o t  s u c c e e d *  On a  f i r e r o d  
t h e  two n i c k e l  l e a d s  b r o k e  a w a y  i n  t h e  u p p e r  c a v i t y *
On a n o t h e r  f i r e r o d ,  w h e r e  i t  w a s  t r i e d  to u n g r o u n d  t h e  r o d  
m e c h a n i c a l l y  b y  tapping a w a y  t h e  r e a c t i o n s  p r o d u c t s  t o  a  d e d p e r  
e x t e n d  i n s i d e  t h e  c l a d d i n g ,  t h e  l i p  w e l d  o f  t h e '  r o d  h a s  l o o s e n *

i )  A f t e r  i t  w a s  t r i e d  t o  d r l i l  a w a y  t h e  r e a c t i o n s  p r o d u c t s  w i t h  a  
s m a l l  b o r e .  T h e  m e t h o d  w a s  s u c c e s s f u l  o n  tw o  r o d s ,  b u t  d i d  n o t  
w o r k  o n  t w o  o t h e r  rods, a l t h o u g h  the p r o d u c t s  w e r e  t a k e n  a w a y  
t o  a  d e e p  e x t e n d  ( ^  5 cm )  i n s i d e  t h e  c l a d d i n g *  T h e  d r i l l i n g  
m e t h o d  w a s  f i n a l l y  s t o p p e d  a s  b e i n g  i n a d e q u a t e  a n d  t o o  r i s k y  
t o  d a m a g e  t h e  c l a d d i n g  o f  t h e  r o d .

j ) T h e  l e a k i n g  f i r e r o d  and t h e  d a m a g e d  r o d  w h i c h  w e r e  r e m o v e d  f r o m  
the f u r n a c e  r e v e a l e d  f o l l o w i n g  facts : 
i) Leaking r o d .  2

-  V i s u a l  h o l e  o f  a b o u t  2 mm t h r o u g h  t h e  c l a d d i n g  o f  t h e  
r o J f a t  t h e  l o w e r  e n d  o f  t h e  u p p e r  c a v i t y ,  j u s t  w h e r e  t h e  
i n s o l a t i o n  c o m p a c t  b e g i n s .

-  O ne o f  t h e  s o l i d  n i c k e l  l e a d s  t o  t h e  s i d e  o f  t h e  h o l e  in 
the, c l a d d i n g  is b u r n t  a w a y .

-  A r a d i o g r a p h  o f  t h e  r o d  r e v e a l e d  n o  d e f e c t  ©# t h e  c l a d d i n g  
e x c e p t  t h e  v i s u a l  h o l e  i n  t h e  u p p e r  c a v i t y  a n d  n o  d e f e c t  ©f 
t h e  i n s u l a t i o n  c o m p a c t  b e s i d e s  t h e  v i s u a l  r e a c t i o n  p r o d u f t i a  
o n  t o p  o f  t h e  c o m p a c t .

-  T h ^  r o d  h a v i n g  a w e l d e d  e n d  d i s k  w a s  c u t  w i t h  a  c u t t e r  at 
a b o u t  5 cm f r o m  t h e  b o t t o m .  I t  w a s  f o u n d  t h a t  t h e  i n s u l a 
t i o n  o f  t h e  MgO w a s  l o s t  a n d  t h a t  t h e  c u t - o f f  p a r t  o f  t h e  
r o d  r e m a i n e d  g r o u n d e d • A f t e r  r e m o v i n g  t h e  i n s u l a t i o n  c o n -  
p a c t  o f  t h e  c u t - o f f  p a r t  t h e  w e l d  o f  t h e  e n d  d i s k  w a s  f f t u n d  
t o  b e  He l e a k t i g h t  w i t h  the m a s s  s p e c t r o m e t e r .

-  S c r a t c h i n g  i n  t h e  u p p e r  c a v i t y  o f  t h e  r o d  r e v e a l e d  a  
m a g n e t  i c  c h i p  b e t w e e n  t h e  b u r n t  a w a y  n i c k e l  l e a d  a n d  t h a  
h o l e  i n  t h e  c l a d d i n g .  I t  i s  m o s t  p r o b a b l e  t h a t  the d e t e c t e d  
chfp h a s  p r o v o k e d  t h o  s p a r k  p l u g  b e t w e e n  the n i c k e l  l e a d  
a n t t  t h e  c l a d d i n g  l e a d i n g  t o  t h e  hole a n d  t h e  s o d i u m  spill 
o v e r  t h e  f u r n a c e  o f  t h e  Na3 l o o p .

i i )  D a m a g e d  r o d .
-  A r a d i o g r a p h  o f  the r o d  r e v e a l e d  n o  d e f e c t  o f  t h e  i n n e r  

r e s i s t a n c e  w i r e s ,  n o  d e f e c t  o f  t h e  c l a d d i n g  a n d  n o  d e f e c t  
o f  t h e  i n s u l a t i o n .

-  C u t t i n g  the l o w e r  p a r t  o f  t h e  r o d  o n  t h e  s a m e  m a n n e r  m  
e x p l a i n e d  f o r  t h e  l e a k i n g  r o d  l e d  t o  t h e  s a m e  r e s u l t s .

R e c o m m e n d a t i o n s .

T h e  s o d i u m  l e a k  l e a d s  t o  f o l l o w i n g  r e c o n a i e n d a t  i o n s  *
3 . 1 .  F u r n a c e .

For t h e  f u r n a c e  t h e r e  a r e  two d i s t i n c t  r e c o m m e n d a t i o n s
t o  b e  m a d e *
a )  " E l e c t r i c a l ” .

A n y  g r o u n d i n g  o f  w h a t e v e r  f i r e r o d ,  c o n n e c t e d  o r  n o t ,  s h o u l d  
b e  d e t e c t e d  w i t h  a n  a l a r m  i n  t h e  c o n t r o l  r o o m .  F o r  t h e  f i r e r o d s  
c o n n e c t e d ,  g r o u n d i n g  should m a k e  a n  a u t o m a t i c  s w i t c h - o f f  o f  t h e  r o d *



Because each f i r e r o d  i s  p ro v id e d  w ith  an autom atic  o n - o f f  fes®  
grounding for the rods connected makes a l r e a d y  an automatic  
switeh-»o££* A more nasty  problem will be  to  find on eftrjy m y  to
detect grounding on the firerods whifeh are not connected 'mnd to 
p ro v id e  the alarm in order to warn the loop pilot to tn h f immediate 
a c t io n .

• bj "M echan ica l". '
- The firerods must be s e p a ra ted  from each o th e r  «n .th *» cover  p l a t e  

of the heater to prevent sodium spill fro® ’'one1' leakin'? rod to 
damage the  in s u la t io n  of "many" surrounding  rodss.

- Leaking sodium from the fu rn ace  shou ld be canal.tssad to permit  
easier fighting and to prevent the sodium of ori',nr>p ths 
thermal i n s u l a t i o n .

- A screen should be provided above th® fu rn ace  to prf>vc«*,t small 
chips t o  f a l l  down and to ground the f  i r e r c . ' s .

To separate the firerods from each ether a n ~ . n i n wteel 
lube of 7 cm length has been placed in the nntch arew<s«, ~ e 1: "> 
weld of each rod on the too cover plate of the furnac r'V>* 
stainless steel tab© envelops the nickel left'r, vith *• i •'**r.nic
bead insulation and is filled up with c o v e r e d  %*"•,'* a I.’yer
of refractory cement *

* Sim u lat ion  tests,,

4 .1 .  Test s e t -u p .

Fig 1 shows the test set-up that was finally 'adopted. The 
test »et~up reproduces the important param eters th a t  may facilitate 
the hole formation in the cladding of the firoroc! o r  the Ma3 fu rn ace .  
These param eters a re  s
a) A temperature of 650°C measured at the top plate of the test’ Jig. 

This plafca has the same thickness as the «sover plate o'* the NsO 
furnace, and the firerod i» lip welded to ’Uif nl&te by neaas of 
the castellated method &i is ths case for m e  Hr£ f’trnsce*

b ) A gas pressure inside the test jig of 5«-4 kg/cisr r ep re se n t in g  
the mean pressure in  the furnace when the pump >,? operating at 
500 rpm.
in a first trial the sodium transfer medians was not uned in erdsr 
to keep the test set-up  simple and the tent proc"dv“ "- • bra.Igh t- 
forward without the need of too many pncaut'.nns. r"h ,st*.'pence 
of a sodium bound instead of a gas in the eap bet we a firerod
cladding and the top plate of the tost jip fill kf>«'i t 's• ■ e 
cooler through the traverse of She plate an* cosi*d "* 'f o 'e  wake
the perforation of the cladding, lesj pro’K'.i.ie, Ac %&»<=• it
may he worthwhile to repeat orce more tf.e tw o  here t ~~i *>.'■«; with 
the sodium transfer medium a a a ‘VJpTJlera^Rtary 1 -c "otae
closer to the conditions existing as t?e mom.-n-, r f “ i> *
leak at the Na3 furnace.



4 . 2 .  T e s t  p r o c e d u r e .

The firerod was connected over the panel of the Ma3 fu rnace  
to achieve the same electrical connection and automatic fus<* protection 
o f  the rod a.« f o r  the fu rn a ce .  Firstly a grounding was made of the  
connected phase w ith  the e a r th  second ly  a grounding of the connected
phase over the firerod resistance with the earth®

4.2.1. Grounding of the connected phase with the earth.
In this series of tests fo u r  groundings were made with a 

n ic k e l  ch ip  between the connected phase and tho earth .. The fo u r  
groundings produced each time an arc fo l lo w e d  at  the sane time by
automatic switch-off of th© fuse.
After examination the cladding of the firerod proved to be intact 
and it appeared to be difficult to arrive at cladding perforation 
by such a g ro u n d in g♦

4 .2 .2 .  Grounding o f  the connected phase over the  rod  r e s i s t a n c e  w ith
the earth.

In t h i s  s e r i e s  o f  tests, to avo id  the sw itch  o f f  o f  the  
fu s e ,  grounding o f  the connected phase was a p p l ie d  by means o f  a 
n ic k e l  ch ip  over  the rod  resistance (_+ 11 ohm) w ith  the e a r th .
In this case the firerod produced f u l l  power (about 4 kW for 320 
Volts) and either the resistance wire of the rod s!ioul<1 burn away 
or the cladding should burn through at the groundxtig *ipoe»
A thermocouple was fixed to tha outer conta Lnraent tube for indication 
of the heat dissipated by the firerod. As soon &j? fhe current was 
switched on a small arc was formed which became rapidly bright nr 
and brighter. The continuous arc remained for about a ninuto «tft©r 
which it become brill&nt followed Ik about 10 seco ids bv a perfora
tion of the cladding and a pressure burst. At the ®omenr «?•'' t m  burnt 
the temperature reached 350°C on the containment tube.

5• C one lua ion s .

From the above obsor*'at Ion's and teats it can be concluded  
that a nickel chip between the nickel lead and the cl«*dd'*ng of a f i r e r o d  ei*n 
provoke an arc  le ad in g  to  a hole in  the cJ adding. The te<sts have con^irmad
the conclusion that the sodium leak on the Ma3 fu rnace  wars tie© to an M« i t <v'*~ 
n a l "  nickel chip, and that the conception, the construction and the raater\n,I 
used for the furnace are not to be suspected®

Enclosure : f i g u r e  1.



TEST SET-UP TO SIMULATE PERFORATION \
OF THE CLADDING OF A FIRE ROD F W
THE Na-3 FURNACE.
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Na-3 furnae* psiwt.
Nicktl toads 

Nietcet chip . 

Earth. — -— «|S

MgO Insulation

Rod rw isU ne*

Ff.* rod .

CwnatemwS Is*#.

Proswir# tndte*«w f*£ tfim®, I

f ig u re ; 1 .
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The work done in the Sodium field fey fche Department of Kuclcar Reactor 
Technology of the Central Technical Institute TWO at Ap el doom, 
consists mainly of t

The design, construction and operation of sodium test rigs? four of 
which are riga for the investigation of corrosion phenomena.
Etaearch. and development on sodium puraps, electromagnetic brakes, 
large valves, forced circulation cold traps, vapor traps, electrica"! 
trace heating, instrumentation, impurity monitoring, in-line 
cast illation and sodium chemistry.

Investigations on thermal shocks as carried out on constructional 
parts of components like nteain-genurators, intermediate heax 
exchangers, core const inactions otc., in an automatically operated 
test rig.

Studies on heat transfer from sodium to water/s team (stability and 
D1T3).

High temperature and high pressure technology*

Training oC plant operators.

Documentations! sorvxcec in the nuclear roactor field.

Model studies on full scaio or near  ̂ail scale component,<3 are carrio.i 
out in the Department of Fluid 3Jynami.cn of C.'I-i’ iO at Aneldoonu 
The tie studios pertain mainly on flow distribution, flow patterns, 
pressure drop and vibrational problems.
Testing of full scale components with nodiun is to he done in the 
very near future in the 50 3odiu.ii Component i’ost Facility at 
Hengelo, Petroleumbavenstraac, by the staff of a special department 
of GTI-THO.

The following relates only to non-nacioar ri£ts more or lor.f 
laboratory scale.



S A F E T Y  A S P E C T S  OF D E S I G N  A N D  C C W S T R U C T I O T

Referring to Murphy's law which states "If anything1 can go 
wrong - it will", every one will agree that good design* highly 
skilled workmanship and a, high standard of quality control are
prerequisites for long term reliability*

These are difficult to achieve, time consuming and thus 
expensive.

In our department all components having special design features 
must be co&ted first in water and if necessary further tested in 
sodium at temperature®

We are trying constantly to simplify and improve the rigs*
Some timea it is possible to do away with tho customary expansion 
vessel (and use the dramvessel iar;tead)| sometimes electrical traco 
heaters are used instead of immersion heatersj which are expensive 
and difficult to replaoo.
Forced convection sodium/atr coolers are preferably nontrolled by 
variable-speed centrifugal vans.

In simple teat r%s with frequent draining actions^ tho some-* 
what modified dump vessel can he used ae an intermittently 
functioning (diffusion) cold trap.

The location and accessibility of welds must ho 00 that 1
a) welding can he performed as easily ac possiblej of sours© 

this applies as well for weld repair and the like;

b) non-destructive inspection is possible f
c) protection against sodium spills can he achieved and the 

leakage localized.

Th© line slope of piping should, he 5 degress rather than 3} 
and at temperature for that matter®

Rupturo diocR are mounted in series with a los'-t detect* or. 
in hetween.Ou© of the discs is in contact with 13 quid sodi-io,



All our rupture discs are provided with vacuum supports.

*The sodium to water heattransfer circuit is, apart from 
Other devices, eq,uiped with, a hydrogen monitor which does not 
trigger an automatic sequence. Depending on for instance the 
rate of change of the signal . action will he initiated manually.

¥e have found that two bellows-sealed valves in scries in 
a drainline, can extend the operating time of rigs for quite a 
long time*

The lay-out of the electric-cable ducting should he such 
that the chances of damage by sodium spills to the ducting is 
as slight as possibleJ if practicable, at least the main cable 
ducts should not cross under or over sodium lines without adequate 
protection. All cover gas- and vacuumlines should preferably be 
executed in stainless steel which is easily cleaned and which is 
corrosion resistant (sodium vapora).
The use of membrane valvec in theee lines, preferably with a 
body of stainless steel, and a suitable membrane,proved to be 
fully justified,provided effective vapor traps are installed.
Considerable water-vapor diffusion can lake place through certain 
plastic membranes.

The use of special couplings i* sodium linos of teot rigs 
is fully justified.
For large plants are,in general, only seal welds acceptable®
We have very good experience with the Karr.an Conosoal joint 
(.wherein a frusto-conical gasket is used) up to our maximum tempera.*
of 700° Centrigrade, provided all instructions pertaining to welding 
aligning and preloading are rigorously followed.

Mtttal 0*~ririg flange constructions proved to be troublesome.

She problem of locating potential defects with helium mass 
spectrometer leek tests is intensified by the fact that they can 
easily be obscured by water, oil and surface oxidation.



A high degree of cleanliness is a definite prerequisite*

Post-operation cleaning "by soditjtai roatal evaporation in the
circuit itself is a practical method, in case of replacement ©r
repair.
For an acceptable rate of evaporation the temperature must be 
raised, "by trace heaixngs to a relatively high level (4|0° 
Centigrade).
When email components are cleaned with alcohol and thereafter 
rinsed, with hot water, nearly always a white deposit appears in 
due course®
Very clean surfaces without a white deposit can he obtained by 
y&AStw&r&s&k&g? treating the components with boiling water into 
which a detergent is added and applying ultrasonic techniques.

For thermal insulation avoid the application of calcines- 
silicate base products* Use rockwool or mineral wool insulation? 
for large diameters and high temperatures preferably superimposed 
on a layer of ceramic or refractory fiber ineulation.
As asbestos base products impose & carious health hazard, their 
use must be prohibited.

The use of P.V.C. adhesive tape wrapped around mineral wool 
insulation is handy, clean and aesthetically acceptable*

Screens for protecting staff against sodium spills and jets 
are to be made of metal nheet (for instance galvanized iron sheot), 

or of reinforced glass plates. The application of transparent 
plastic sheets has a serious drawback; after a moderate sodium 
spill in our laboratory a whole row of P.V.C. sheet bursA- into 
flames, adding considerably to the consternations

We found that thermal cycling of thermocouples is a very 
effective method of post-delivery xnnpoctloiie
We have good experience with sintered scalnles«s steel filters to 
prevent foreign matter entering th<* cod:.ura lubricated bearings of 
centrifugal pumps.



OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES

All our rigs are filled, after preheating and evacuatingf by 
introducing argon under a relatively low absolute pressure into the 
drain vessel.
Only thus are we certain that the whol j circuit, is fillei with/■
sodium.

One of our large rigs has been equipsd with electrical 
conduction leak detection. Our experience confirmed literature reports 
as to their reliability! Leaks are detected rather haphazardly.
Spark plugs on bellows sealed valves are used extensively in all 
our rigs because they proved to be effective (provided the spark 
plug is kept at temperature).

Failure of electrical trace heating (we use stainless steel 
sheathed %  0 insulated heating wire of British make) indicated many 
times a pinhole leakf on the other hand short circuiting" of trace 
heating might burn holes in thinwalled piping.
We wonder if the capacity to detect leaks by means of electrical 
trace heating, can he improved upon !!!

SODIUM TECHNOLOGY AHP EMERGENCY PROCEDURES
Big spills of sodium at 600° Gen -igrade lead soon to temperatures 

at the boiling point of sodium, so that very large amounts of smoke 
and sodium vapor are generated.
Very soon the heart of the fire is completely obscured, which makes 
fire fighting very difficult, (experience during fire fighting 
exercises).

In most of our rigs the sodium is dumped automatically when for 
instance the minimum level is reached in the expansion vessel. If the 
automatic sequence is started in time the sodium fire might spend 
itself without the application of extinguishing powder (nearly all our 
rigs are running unattended during the night and weekends).



Damage caused by sodium leaks will be limited by the application 
of drip pans.
Floors ar.d platforms should be covered by chequered iron plates to 
localize and cool down the sodium.

Temporary repair is possible oy heating the pinholfi, after 
di'aining, by a flame up to aboub $00°Ct in order to evaporate the 
nodium, after whic’u welding car. take place.

For extinguishing codium fires the use of sodium carbonate 
Dowder was ^roferred above the uno of a chloride-base powder in 
view of possible corrosive cffocts on stainless steel surfaces.
Lately we succeeded in obtaining a free flowing sodium carbonate
powder to be used in pressurized extinguishers.
The powder consiaxc of a mixture of calcined Wa^CO^j about 80J&, and 
finely divided siearateo, talouinpowder and mica.

Good experience has been obtained with mineral wool a? an 
extinguisbing material.
It is used in the form of abort fibres which are loosely attached to 
each other (without a binder).
Ihe i'ibreu float on tho sodium surface and the fire is readily
blanketed.

Normally accopted safety regulations of the Chemical Industry 
ar«? applied.
We are interested in experience* case histories etc. regarding 
firbt aid procedures and mtdical treatment for alkali metal burrs.



CASE HISTORIES OF INCIDENTS

Sodium is delivered.in 200 litres quantities in disposable
iron dniris. Because the drums are filled to the brim, the sodium 
leaks out by thermal expansion when heat is applied for melting*

Maltreatment of Conoseal coupling’s often leads to leakage* It 
is very Important to follow all tho instructions of the Marman 
Company.

Only rarely leakages across valve bellows have been experienced. 
Self-welding between seat and poppet occurred only onoe at a temper
ature of 650° C. The poppet was St ell ite faced.

99 percent of all leakages originated in welds. As far as am  

b© traced the following factors are at the root of the mattart

a) Sometimes the welds are difficult to execute due to location.

b) Insufficient inspection, no careful visual examination, no 
liquid dye penetrant application and lately even no radiographic 
inspection.
Some years ago our experience with radiographic inspection was bad. 
Large numbers of radiographs were of little or no value for 
determining the integrity of welds. They were perhaps not correctly 
interpreted while for velda on pipes and tubing an insufficient number 
of exposures were made.

a) Further we thitJc that the welding1 standards roust be set higher.
The feeling that certain specification requirements including 
welding standards, are a desirable goal rather than a firm 
requirement has brought about a deterioration of quality.

d) Sometimes porous welds were made due to contamination with sodium 
oxide.

Two times during a week-end leakages originated in welds caused damage 
to two different rigs, amounting to about £ 2550 for each rig, apart 
from losses due to down time of the rigs.



Leakage at an experimental niorobrazed pipeoonneotion vhioh

became overstressed, by forces in the oirouit.
Leakage in a forced convection sodium/alr cooler caused by 

overstress due to bad design t row of straight (finnad) tubes 
between two massive Madera - no flexibility*

A leak in a weld near a pluggingline plat© - bad design$ 
wrong location of weld which prevented, adequate inspection by 
radiography.

Tberroowells leaked at the end closure. This was caused, by 
excessive grinding to remove the weld reinforcement for fitting 
into holes.

Short circuiting of a Pyrotenax trace heater perforated 
the thinvalled (1»5 nmt) sodium piping*
Trough an oversight the firstline fuse was omitted leaving a 60 
Amp fuse for protection.
Further the stainless steel sheathed cable was probably insuffi
ciently earthed.

Bad design of the lubricating - and cooling oil system of a 
mechanical pump caused the ingress of a considerable quantity of 
oil into the pump test rig.
This resulted in a general carburization of the test circuit•
As this may lead to a critical condition of the austenitic stain
less steel, the situation is watched carefully by regular 
examination of stainless steel samples.

Several tubes of a.c. electromagnetic pumps of the Faraday 
type have been permanently distorted and damaged resulting in 
sodium spills.
Great care have been taken to protect the pump tubes against, 
abnormal stresses. '
We had this unfavourable experience with Faraday type pumps of 0«© 
make. (U.S.) only.

As yet a statiefactoiy explanation o£;<vtbe possible causes has ne>t
if

been found.
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A PISHOLB-LEiK I I  A 1 IS. TUBE HIT UTOEPBCTED 
liaJMIIO II OTBJSIVB COBBOSIOH DAMAGE.



SODIUM LEAKAGE II A TWO-PASS FOHCED COHfBCflC®
SOBIW/JI1 COOLER.

G l l i m  LIKE GROWTH OF SOBIOTt OMBOMfS.


